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Tipping the Scales of Life and Death: New Modes of Granzyme B-induced

Apoptosis

Carly R.K. Loeb

This thesis focuses on a protease, granzyme B, which is released from the

cytotoxic granules of cytotoxic lymphocytes, enters virally-infected or tumor-cell targets,

and proteolyzes intracellular proteins to induce cell death. Granzyme B initiates

apoptosis by activating the pro-death caspase proteases. However, granzyme B also

causes caspase-independent cell death by proteolyzing several caspase targets. There

may also be additional substrates that are critical to granzyme B’s ability to cause the

death of a target cell, particularly in instances where other apoptotic pathways are

blocked.

To identify substrates of granzyme B, a cDNA small-pool expression and

cleavage screen was conducted. Thirteen positive cDNAs were obtained, and eight new

potential granzyme B substrates were identified, including the fibroblast growth factor

receptor-1 (FGFR1), Notch1, Hsp70, cAbl, intersectin-1, poly-A binding protein, Brl 40,

and hnRNP H’. FGFR1 and Notch1 define a new category of granzyme B substrates, and

their proteolysis may isolate a target cell from external survival cues. Moreover,

proteolysis of FGFR1 by granzyme B has biologically significant consequences in

prostate cancer cells. Therefore, granzyme B not only activates pro-death signals but also

inactivates pro-growth and pro-survival signals within the target cell to “tip the balance”

towards apoptosis.
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A candidate bioinformatics approach led to the discovery that several chaperone

family members are also granzyme B substrates. One of these proteins, Hip

(Hsc70/Hsp70 Interacting Protein), is cleaved by granzyme B at two critical sites in a

caspase-independent fashion. Knocking-down Hip expression sensitizes K562 cells to

NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity, showing that Hip has a pro-survival function that was not

previously described. Therefore, granzyme B’s proteolysis of Hip contributes to

apoptosis.

Researching the consequences of FGFR1 proteolysis led to investigating prostate

cancer and its susceptibility to granzyme B. Surprisingly, it was found that two common

human prostate cancer cell lines express a known macromolecular inhibitor of granzyme

B known as PI-9. Immunohistochemical staining showed that PI-9 is expressed in high

grade human prostate cancer. Future experiments are aimed to understand the

significance of PI-9 expression in prostate cancer and how it may shift the apoptotic

balance in a tumor's favor.
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Chapter 1: Setting the Stage

An intro to proteases

Finding a protease’s natural substrates

The Burden of Proof

Cell-Mediated Cytotoxicity

The Killers that Lie Within: Caspases mediate programmed cell death

Granule Exocytosis: The Cavalry Attacks

The Granzymes: Serine Protease Death Inducers

Granzyme B: The Apoptotic Granzyme

An intro to proteases

Proteases (or peptidases or proteinases, as they’re sometimes called) are enzymes

that catalyze the hydrolysis of a peptide bond, thereby acting as a scissors to cleave other

peptides, polypeptides, or proteins. Proteases are involved in a multitude of biological

functions, from development to blood clotting, from viral and parasitic pathogenesis to

host immune responses to tumor progression. The biochemical, molecular, and

biological characterization of proteases has, and continues to, contribute to the

development of treatments for many human diseases and furthers our understanding of

complex biological processes.

There are six main categories of proteases, defined by the residues that determine

the protease’s catalytic mechanism. The region within the protease that is responsible for

catalyzing hydrolysis is called the active site. Peptide hydrolysis begins with a



nucleophilic attack that is carried out either by an activated water molecule within the

active site or by one of the side chains of the active site residues. Aspartic, glutamic, and

metalloproteases use activated water molecules as the nucleophilic agent. However,

metalloproteases contain within their active sites a divalent cation, such as zinc (also

Sometimes manganese, cobalt, nickel, or copper), to activate the water molecule.

Cysteine, serine and threonine proteases comprise the remaining three classes, and all

three use the side chain of the named residue as the nucleophile.

Proteases are often classified further by a common structural fold, usually named

for the first protease of that class to be structurally defined. There are two evolutionarily

separate classes of serine proteases: those similar to the bacterial protease subtilisin, and

those of the trypsin family. Amino acids of the trypsin family of proteases are typically

numbered according to the residues in the sequence of chymotrypsinogen. (Creighton,

1993; Rawlings, 2004)

Serine proteases contain three residues, often referred to as the catalytic triad, that

work together to catalyze the hydrolysis of a peptide bond. The serine (S195 in the

trypsin family) is responsible for the nucleophilic attack, a histidine (H57) stabilizes the

serine during the catalytic intermediates, and an aspartic acid (D102) helps to stabilize the

histidine. The other residues of a serine protease important for catalysis is the oxyanion

binding site, or oxyanion hole, which most likely stabilizes the tetrahedral intermediate

transition state during catalysis. The oxyanion-binding site usually consists of two NH

groups that form hydrogen bonds with the negatively charged oxygen during catalysis.

The catalytic mechanism of a serine protease is shown in Figure 1-1. Catalysis

can be broken into two steps, acylation and deacylation, involving a nucleophilic attack,



separated by the formation of an acyl-enzyme intermediate. The first step begins with the

nucleophilic attack by the serine oxygen and ends with the release of the C-terminal

proteolytic product and an acyl-enzyme intermediate containing the enzyme bound

through the serine residue to the N-terminal proteolytic product. Deacylation begins with

a nucleophilic attack from a water molecule, resulting in the release of the N-terminal

proteolytic product and the regeneration of the enzyme. According to protease substrate

nomenclature (Schechter and Berger, 1968), a protease catalyzes the hydrolysis of the

peptide bond linking residues P1 and P1’ (Figure 1-2). (Creighton, 1993; Perona and

Craik, 1995; Rawlings, 2004).

Finding a protease’s natural substrates

Genes encoding proteases account for an estimated 2% of the human genome,

translating to approximately 500-600 proteins, but only a small portion of these have

well-characterized functions. Elucidation of a protease’s natural substrates can reveal

which biological pathways the enzyme is involved in, thus “de-orphaning” the protease.

Furthermore, as proteases continue to be characterized they are often considered as

therapeutic targets for a variety of diseases. However, inhibition of a protease may result

in unforeseen consequences if the range of functions that the protease plays a part in is an

essential biological activity. Finally, as the function of a protease becomes better

characterized, a newly identified substrate could be assigned to a previously unforeseen

pathway, by virtue of its proteolysis by a particular protease. Clearly, protease substrate

identification is an important facet in today’s world of proteomics.



Originally thought to be broadly degradative, proteases are continually shown to

play roles in many intricately regulated and coordinated cellular events such as blood

clotting, fertilization, angiogenesis and cell death. These processes require specific

events that cannot be mediated by a scissor protein that just cuts up everything it comes

across. In fact, many proteases have been and continue to be shown to require a

particular string of amino acids for proteolysis—its substrate specificity. Understanding

which sequence a protease “looks for" is the first step in identifying its natural substrates.

The Craik laboratory and others have been instrumental in advancing the field of

protease substrate specificity profiling. With a variety of fluorogenic synthetic

combinatorial peptide libraries, the Craik lab has been able to systematically alter the

residues on both the non-prime and prime side (see Figure 1-2) of a peptide substrate and

to test for proteolytic activity (Backes et al., 2000; Harris et al., 2000). What results is a

profile of the relative degrees of proteolytic activity resulting from each amino acid being

placed at the P4-P2 position. (Figure 1-3) These technologies, as well as phage display

techniques, have provided valuable information for designing specific peptide-based

inhibitors, valuable tools in defining the functions of proteases. Structural information,

together with the substrate specificity profile, can help to predict the most preferred and

accommodated substrate sequences.

Armed with an understanding of substrate specificity, one can embark on a

bioinformatics approach to identifying a protease’s natural substrates. Without any

understanding of the biological function of a protease, however, this technique may be

lengthy and will generate a large list of prospective substrates that must be validated at

least in vitro to pursue further. There are, however, some research groups that have



developed computer algorithms containing substrate specificity information to assist

other scientists in searching for potential cleavage sites within a candidate protein for a

specific protease (Boyd et al., 2005). These services use information obtained from

sequences of currently known substrates, so are also not feasible for the analysis of

completely orphan proteases (Backes et al., 2005). Using substrate specificity data alone

for substrate identification, then, is probably best Suited for a protease that has been

implicated in at least one biological process. Chapters 2 and 3 demonstrate the utility of

substrate specificity information in both eliminating and selecting potential protease

substrates from a list of candidates.

Much more desirable for a completely unbiased approach, therefore, is a method

that would allow for substrate identification after obtaining evidence that proteolysis of

that substrate has occurred. These approaches take into account exosite interactions and

extended substrate binding pockets, as well as cooperativity between the substrate

residues that substrate specificity profiling cannot currently provide. There are three

methods that have been used to identify a protease’s natural substrates. Two use current

mass spectrometry methods and one, used as the basis for the research presented in

Chapter 2, relies on cDNA expression and cloning.

To identify extracellular substrates of the matrix metalloprotease MT1-MMP,

Overall et al employed an isotope-coded affinity tag (ICAT) strategy (Overall et al.,

2004). This group tested conditioned media from cultures of breast carcinoma cells that

had been transfected with empty vector or a plasmid encoding MT1-MMP. Labeled

proteins in the media were analyzed by mass spectrometry. Proteins that had decreased

in abundance upon MT1-MMP expression were directly cleaved by the protease, and an



increase in protein levels indicated sheddase activity, releasing membrane-bound

substrates into the conditioned medium.

Bredemeyer et al. used a related strategy to identify substrates of the serine

proteases granzyme A and B (Bredemeyer et al., 2004). Mouse lymphoma YAC-1 cell

lysates were treated with or without protease and labeled with lysine-conjugating 1-(5-

carboxypentyl)-1’ – propyl- indocarbocyanide halide N-hydrosuccinimidyl ester (Cy3),

or 1-(5-carboxypentyl)- 1'-methylindodicarbocyanide halide N-hydrosuccinimidyl ester

(Cy5). The two lysates were combined for analysis by fluorescence 2-dimensional gel

electrophoresis (FL-2D-DIGE), and this analysis resulted in the identification of several

species whose sizes and/or isoelectric points had shifted. New substrates were identified

by mass spectrometry, and the group is currently investigating the physiological

significance of their proteolysis.

A third method for identifying a protease’s natural substrates, a small-pool cDNA

expression-cleavage screen, does not require mass spectrometry and instead utilizes

molecular biology to isolate proteolysis-positive clones. As described in Kothakota et al.

(Kothakota et al., 1997) and in Chapter 2, this in vitro method takes advantage of cDNA

library cloning and in vitro transcription-translation systems to directly screen and then

retrieve the clones containing cDNA for a detected protease substrate (Figure 1-4). One

advantage of this method over a 2D-gel approach is that using several pools of cDNAs

creates a smaller sample space in which to screen for a proteolytic event. Furthermore,

with each round of deconvoluting the positive pool into smaller subpools of cDNA

clones, the researcher has the opportunity to confirm the previously witnessed

proteolysis. Kothakota et al used this approach to identify gelsolin as a substrate of



caspases, intracellular cysteine proteases that activate apoptosis (Kothakota et al., 1997).

Chapter 2 describes how this technique was used to identify eight new substrates of

granzyme B.

The major hurdle to all of these approaches, however, is that one must still, by

eye, locate the bands on the autoradiography film or the spots on the 2D gel to detect as

positive for proteolysis. Certainly using the 2D-FL-DIGE adds a helpful color contrast to

aid in identifying proteolyzed spots, but one must still find them amongst an enormous

pool of proteins. Ideally, there would be a technique that could directly capture and “fish

out” the cleaved substrates from the remaining pool of proteins. These captured

substrates could then simply be identified by mass spectrometry. This approach would be

analogous to what the Shokat group developed for labeling kinase targets (Shah et al.,

1997). They create a mutant kinase that has a pocket (the hole) such that it can only

accommodate a modified ATP residue (the bump). Therefore, the substrates of the

kinase are phosphorylated with a modified phosphate group and can easily be detected

and identified. The problem with proteases, however, is that a protease does not label its

substrate with something analogous to a phosphate group; it simply hydrolyzes a peptide

bond. The goal, then, becomes much more challenging to reach.

The strategy that other groups (Wang et al., 1996) have used and that members of

the Craik lab are attempting is to take advantage of the deacylation step during the

catalytic mechanism of proteolysis. Termed nucleophilic labeling, the goal is to out

compete water with a more potent nucleophile that is linked to a label such as biotin. The

more reactive nucleophile would attack the acyl-enzyme intermediate and, therefore,

result in a labeled proteolytic product that could then be isolated and identified by mass



spectrometry. The difficulty is in designing a potent nucleophile that is both labeled and

contains a specificity element so that it will only attack acyl-enzyme intermediates of the

protease of interest. One group has used this technique to label cleaved portions of

bovine serum albumin upon cleavage by cathepsin and elastase (Wang et al., 1996), and

Stennicke et al have created nucleophiles that label peptide substrates of

carboxypeptidase (Stennicke et al., 1997). Our lab is also attempting to develop this

technique for identifying serine protease substrates. However, the chemistry of the

nucleophile, its specificity element, and the label combined with the difficulty of having

various solvents in the solution that may affect the protease’s activity and/or its

compatibility with mass spectrometry, have made this approach a difficult task and a

Holy Grail of the protease world. At this point in history, then, a cDNA-transcription

translation-based approach or a 2D-gel mass-spectrometry approach is the swiftest

method of finding a protease’s natural substrates.

The Burden of Proof: If a substrate is cleaved in the cell, does it make a sound?

Depending on how artificial the screening system is, each of these substrate

screening methods most likely yields a list of potential substrates that must then be

validated in a more physiologically relevant system. The protease’s substrate specificity

profile combined with a structural understanding of its specificity, as discussed above,

can be used as a first-pass sieve to eliminate those candidates that do not have a good

potential specificity sequence.

Validating that proteolysis of a particular substrate occurs is not, however, the end

of the story. Regardless of whether the protease is an orphan or whether its biological



function is fairly well characterized, it becomes the burden of the researcher to

demonstrate that proteolysis of the newly identified substrate makes biological sense

and/or matters. When developing an approach for identifying protease substrates,

therefore, it is important to chose a protease that has a function well-enough defined so

that there are some known substrates that can be used to validate a screen, but also so that

it is as easy as possible to make sense out of the new substrates that are found. However,

the protease chosen to develop the technology should have enough unanswered questions

such that identified substrates still have the opportunity to reveal new insights about the

protease.

This thesis details my efforts to fulfill this “burden of proof” in order to gain new

insights into the immunological death-inducing serine protease, granzyme B. Jennifer

Harris, a former graduate student in the Craik lab, began the project after she had

elucidated granzyme B’s substrate specificity profile (Harris et al., 1998). As I discuss

below, there is a great deal that is understood about granzyme B, but there remain enough

unanswered questions about its mechanism of inducing cell death that it constitutes an

excellent model protease to use for developing a substrate screening method, such as the

cDNA expression-cleavage screen Jennifer Harris undertook.

The challenge for any scientist interested in finding new substrates of her or his

favorite protease is that she or he must become knowledgeable about not only the

protease itself but also each potential new substrate in order to be able to show that its

proteolysis might be important. This project has led me to different worlds, including

cytotoxic lymphocyte-mediated killing, growth factors and proliferation, lymphocyte

development, chaperone function, anti-apoptotic mechanisms and immune evasion



strategies of prostate cancer. I hope that I will demonstrate that my work, though a tiny

drop in the bucket, may be valuable to other researchers working in any of these fields.

That way I will have ensured that proteolysis of these newly identified granzyme B

Substrates do, in the broader sense of our scientific forest, make a sound.

Cell-Mediated Cytotoxicity

The mammalian immune system has the ability to curtail the spread of a viral

infection or an intracellular pathogen, but do to so must often destroy infected host cells.

This sacrifice prevents the pathogen from growing, multiplying, and infecting further.

However, many viruses and pathogens have developed strategies to evade detection and

even to suppress the immune system. Our immune cells, consequently, have evolved

multiple redundant pathways to ensure the death of infected target cells. Elucidating

these pathways has and will aid in the development of treatments for many pathogenic

diseases. Moreover, how the immune system communicates with self-cells and kills

those it deems to be non-self also has important implications for our understanding of

tissue transplantation, autoimmunity, and cancer.

Cytotoxic lymphocytes (CL) are the immune system’s primary defense against

viral infection and intracellular pathogens. There are several subtypes of cytotoxic

lymphocytes, including natural killer (NK) cells, cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL), natural

killer T cells, and Yö T cells (Waterhouse et al., 2004). These cytotoxic cells can also kill

a variety of cancer cells, giving support to the immunosurveillance hypothesis (Russell
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and Ley, 2002; Smyth et al., 2001a), the idea that our immune system can and does, at

Some level, Screen and kill early-stage malignancies. Indeed, tumor immunotherapy

approaches aim to treat cancers with NKS and CTLs that have potent anti-tumor

recognition and killing activities.

NK cells constitutively produce an arsenal of death-inducers and are therefore

poised to kill very rapidly. NK cells are part of the innate immune system that provides

the first response to an infection. NK cells, however, must still recognize a worthy target

and do not kill every cell they come across. On the contrary, NK cells have an abundant

array of transmembrane receptors that produce either activating or inactivating signals

upon binding to their coordinate ligands presented on the surface of the potential target

cell. The balance of these signals results in activation or inactivation of NK-induced

killing. However, unlike T cells, NK cells do not extensively proliferate in response to

stimulation by these signals (Lanier, 2005; Russell and Ley, 2002).

CTLs, which are typically CD8' T cells but can be CD4 T cells (Russell and Ley,

2002), are part of our adaptive immune response that requires 1-3 days for complete

activation. CTLS require foreign antigen and stimulation by additional co-receptors to

become activated and to generate its arsenal of death-inducers. During the initial days

after an infection, large numbers of virus-specific, killing-ready CTLs are generated,

which can then kill the infected cells, proliferate, and persist until the infection is

resolved. After the infection is cleared, the number of virus-specific CTLs decline except

for a subset of long-lived “memory” cells that will provide lasting immunity to that virus.

For all of their differences in activation and readiness, cytotoxic lymphocytes

(CL, including NK cells, CTLs and Yö T cells) share common mechanisms for target cell
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death induction. After a CL has recognized its target (Figure 1-5), the receptor-mediated

interactions that activate death induction draw the cells close together. What forms is

referred to as the immunological synapse, which is also stabilized by adhesion molecules

such as LFA-1 on the CL binding to ICAM-1 on the target cell. Once the immunological

synapse is produced, there are two main routes to target cell death: TNF-family death

receptor/death ligand interactions or by granule exocytosis (Figure 1-5). Granule

exocytosis, discussed in detail below, is thought to be the immediate, first wave of attack,

and is critical for the efficient killing of virally-infected or tumor cell targets (Russell and

Ley, 2002; Smyth et al., 2000).

The death receptor/death ligand pathway, in contrast, has a longer half-life but

also takes longer to regenerate, constituting a perhaps longer-lasting but later response

(Russell and Ley, 2002). This pathway involves the recognition and binding of a death

receptor ligand on the surface of the killer cell to a death receptor on the surface of the

target. The TNF-family members typically involved in this pathway include Fas and Fas

ligand (Fasl), TNF and TNF receptor (TNFR), and TRAIL and TRAIL receptor. The

receptor/ligand pairs then homo-trimerize to form a complex that recruits and activates

the Fas-Activated Death Domain (FADD) within the target cell. FADD then recruits and

coordinates the activation of procaspase 8, an apical member of the caspases, intracellular

pro-apoptotic cysteine proteases.

The Killers that Lie Within: Caspases mediate programmed cell death

Throughout development and during our lifetime, there are cells that are

proliferating but also some cells that are dying. A classic example is digit formation
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during development, when interdigital cells die off, giving us fingers and toes rather than

webs (Merino et al., 1999; Mirkes, 2002). The process by which these cells die is named

programmed cell death, or apoptosis. Cellular stressors such as irradiation, growth factor

withdrawal, or contact removal can also cause a cell to undergo apoptosis. Cancer cells,

in fact, not only are thought to proliferate excessively, but they also often inhibit

apoptotic mechanisms and thus do not die when they should. In fact, every cell in our

bodies has the capacity to activate its own demise and undergo apoptosis, so

understandably this process must be tightly regulated.

Regardless of how it is activated, the apoptotic pathway culminates in a

proteolytic cascade that activates caspases, enzymes in the cysteine protease family.

Caspases were first identified as proteins encoded by the CED family of genes required

for programmed cell death in C. elegans (Xue et al., 1996). Caspases are so named

because they are cysteine proteases that preferentially cleave after aspartic acid residues.

The caspases reside in the cytoplasm as inactive zymogens, or pro-enzymes. They are

only activated upon proteolytic processing to form active heterodimers. The caspases

involved in mediating apoptosis are caspases 3, 6, 7, 8,9, and 10. Other caspases (1, 2, 4,

and 12) are involved in inflammatory responses. Upon activation, the apical, or initiator,

caspases 8 and 9 in turn activate the downstream executioner caspases 3, 6, and 7. The

executioner caspases proteolyze a number of cytoplasmic and nuclear proteins that result

in common hallmarks of apoptotic cells: nuclear condensation, DNA fragmentation, and

phosphatidyl serine exposure on the outer membrane (Russell and Ley, 2002).

There are two main apoptotic pathways resulting in caspase activation, termed

intrinsic and extrinsic (Figure 1-6). The intrinsic pathway is thought to be evolutionarily
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conserved in multicellular organisms, including C. elegans, D. melongaster, and H.

sapiens. Stressors such as DNA damage, growth factor withdrawal, loss of contact with

the extracellular matrix (ECM), other developmental cues, or cytotoxic drugs will

proceed through the intrinsic apoptotic pathway. The intrinsic pathway signals through

the mitochondria, resulting in the disruption of mitochondrial membrane potential as well

as the release of key pro-apoptotic factors into the cytosol, namely cytochrome c,

apoptosis inducing factor (AIF), Smac, and Omi. Often mitochondrial disruption is

coordinated by members of the BH3-domain containing family such as Bax and Bak.

Other BH3-domain family members, such as Bcl2 and Bcl-XL, are anti-apoptotic, and

mitochondrial disruption is often determined by the balance of the amounts of these

proteins versus their pro-apoptotic counterparts. Cytochrome c released into the cytosol

then interacts with Apaf-1 and pro-caspase 9 to form the apoptosome that results in

caspase 9 activation. Active caspase 9, the apical caspase of the intrinsic apoptotic

pathway, then proteolytically activates caspase 3, which in turn can activate the other

executioner caspases (e.g. caspases 7 and 6) as well as other protein substrates, resulting

in apoptosis.

Tumor cells and viruses can often express proteins called Inhibitors of Apoptosis

(IAP) that bind to procaspase 3 and prevent its activation by caspase 9. However, Smac

(also known as Diablo) and Htrá2 (also known as Omi), both also released upon

mitochondrial disruption, coordinate to sequester and degrade the IAPs to enable

procaspase 3 processing to its complete pl")/p17 active heterodimers. In this way can,

once activated, the intrinsic mitochondria-mediated apoptotic pathway often overcomes

this anti-apoptotic strategy.
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The extrinsic apoptotic pathway is the death receptor/death ligand-induced

pathway that cytotoxic lymphocytes can use. As described briefly above, the interaction

between Fas and FasL or another TNF-family member with its coordinate ligand results

in the recruitment of FADD (or TRADD if TRAIL is involved) and activation of

procaspase 8. Caspase 8 is, therefore, the apical caspase in the extrinsic pathway, and

Subsequently activates caspase 3 to induce apoptosis.

Cytotoxic lymphocytes have another mechanism, however, to activate this latent

pro-apoptotic caspase cascade, and can do so much more rapidly than the time it takes to

generate a death receptor- death ligand activation complex. Granule exocytosis,

described in detail below, enables the CL to activate caspase-induced apoptosis, and also

can cause target cell death by caspase-independent mechanisms.

Granule Exocytosis: The Cavalry Attacks

Granule exocytosis is the first attack that cytotoxic lymphocytes stage to induce

the death of their targets. Mouse models have shown that granule exocytosis is critical

for the efficient clearing of many viral infections, controlling the growth of some tumors,

and maintaining a degree of lymphocyte homeostasis (Russell and Ley, 2002). Cytotoxic

granules, unique vesicles that combine secretory and lysosomal characteristics, are pre

formed in NK cells but are generated in CTLs upon antigen recognition and activation

(Russell and Ley, 2002; Waterhouse and Trapani, 2002). The lysosomal-related

components are active within the acidic environment of the cytotoxic granules and have

supportive processing and trafficking functions. The secretory-related components,

comprising the dense core of the cytotoxic granule, are inactive in the acidic environment
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of the granules, but instead are able to induce cell death upon release into the neutral pH

encountered upon granule exocytosis.

Upon recognition of its target, a cytotoxic lymphocyte becomes polarized so that

its cytotoxic granules as well as death-inducing ligands (like Fasl) migrate to the

immunological synapse. The activation signals induced upon target recognition also

increase the cytoplasmic concentration of calcium, which is required for degranulation.

The secretory contents of the cytotoxic granules traverse the immunological synapse and

enter the target cell to induce cell death.

The most abundant proteins within the cytotoxic granules, comprising about 90%

of the contents (Waterhouse and Trapani, 2002), are a family of serine proteases termed

the granzymes, for granule enzymes. Discussed in great detail later in this Introduction,

the granzymes are the agents chiefly responsible for inducing granule-mediated target

cell death. The vast majority of the other granule components that are introduced below

function to regulate and traffic the granzymes so that they are effectively delivered into

the target cell upon granule exocytosis.

Perforin, a pore-forming protein, is the only cytotoxic granule component

absolutely required for granule exocytosis (Edwards et al., 1999a; Russell and Ley, 2002;

Smyth et al., 2001b; Waterhouse and Trapani, 2002). Perforin-deficient mice develop

normally, but CLs from these mice are not able to kill via granule exocytosis (Edwards et

al., 1999a; Kagi et al., 1994a; Kagi et al., 1994b). Consequently, these mice are unable to

clear many viral infections, especially lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV, (Kagi

et al., 1995)), ectromelia (Mullbacher et al., 1999a), and Theiler’s virus (Rossi et al.,

1998). Perforin-deficient mice are also more susceptible to the intracellular bacteria
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Listeria monocytogenes (Kagi et al., 1994a). NK cells from perforin-deficient mice are

deficient in any cytolytic activity against the prototypic tumor cell targets, such as the

YAC-1 lymphoma (Kagi et al., 1994b). These mice also have impaired rejection of

allogeneic organ grafts (Schulz et al., 1995). Finally, perforin-deficient mice have an

increased incidence of developing methylcholanthrene (MCA) induced sarcomas (van

den Broek et al., 1995), as well as an increased incidence of spontaneously developing

lymphomas (Smyth et al., 2000). These mice can develop a hyper-lymphoproliferation

upon infection with a virus they cannot clear (Russell and Ley, 2002). Consistent with

these findings, people who have mutations in the perforin gene develop familial

hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (FHL) and are unable to induce granule-mediated

apoptosis (Stepp et al., 1999).

Perforin, which has homology to complement factor C9, polymerizes and forms

pores in a calcium-dependent manner. Perforin is actually synthesized as a 70 kDa

inactive precursor and is proteolytically processed at it C-terminus to an active 60 kDa

form that has an exposed phospholipid-binding, synaptotagmin-like C2 domain (Smyth et

al., 2001b). The protease responsible for perforin maturation has not yet been

determined, but processing occurs in an acidic environment, such as the cytotoxic granule

before release. Although it makes pores, however, perforin alone is not responsible for

inducing lysis of nucleated cells, and is currently believed to enable granzyme entry into

the target cell cytoplasm. Perforin pores likely mediate the escape of granzymes from

endocytic vesicles within the target cells (Browne et al., 1999), but may also make pores

directly in the target cell’s plasma membrane. However, perforin pores in the plasma

membrane are likely to be too small to allow passive diffusion of the granzymes, as cells
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treated with perforin at concentrations permissive for apoptosis are impermeable to

globular proteins larger than 8 kDa; granzymes are approximately 30 kDa (Browne et al.,

1999). It is also not yet known whether CLs deliver perforin at lytic or sublytic

concentrations, so it is formally possible that perforin maintains some residual cytolysis

function.

How perforin is kept from making pores in the cytotoxic granules, which would

result in the killing of the CL itself, may partially be explained by the presence of

calreticulin in the cytotoxic granules. Typically residing in the ER, calreticulin is a

calcium-binding chaperone protein that associates with perforin and may help to keep

even the active 60 kDa perforin from making pores in the granule membrane (Smyth et

al., 2001b). Calreticulin also is released with perforin upon degranulation, but dissociates

from the pore-forming protein upon increased calcium levels. Some evidence indicates,

however, that calreticulin inhibits perforin from an as-yet not understood chaperone-like

function and not from calcium sequestration (Fraser et al., 2000).

Chondroitin sulfate glycosaminoglycan complexes are also found in the cytotoxic

granules. One proteoglycan, Serglycin, contains these negatively charged

macromolecules and is thought to act as a scaffold to package the highly positively

charged granzymes (Russell and Ley, 2002; Smyth et al., 2001b). Serglycin is also

thought to associate with the granzymes upon granule exocytosis and may even be taken

up together with the granzymes as a large -200-300 kDa complex into the target cell

cytoplasm (Metkar et al., 2002b). If this is true, it is highly unlikely that small perforin

pores alone could allow passage of this large complex.
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Two additional granule components are involved in granzyme packaging,

trafficking, and activation. Granzymes are translated as inactive “pre-pro-enzymes.” The

signal peptide sequence targets the granzymes to the secretory pathway in the ER and the

Golgi so that they are glycosylated and ultimately packaged into the cytotoxic granules.

The mannose 6-phosphate receptor, (Man-6P-R) found in the granules, helps to traffic the

granzymes from the Golgi to the granules (Russell and Ley, 2002; Smyth et al., 2001b).

Cathepsin C, also known as dipeptidylpeptidase I (DPPI), is the cytotoxic granule

component responsible for activation of the granzymes. DPPI is a lysosomal cysteine

protease that removes an acidic inactivating dipeptide from the pro-granzymes to mature

them to their active form. It is still unclear as to which compartment maturation of the

granzymes takes place, but granzymes are thought to reside in the cytotoxic granules in

their active processed forms, ready to act upon degranulation. It is the acidic pH of the

granules, and perhaps the packaging by Serglycin, that helps to keep the granzymes

inactive until they are released.

One granule component that seems to act separately from the granzymes is the

protein granulysin (Edwards et al., 1999a; Russell and Ley, 2002; Smyth et al., 2001b;

Waterhouse et al., 2004). A member of the saposin family of lipid-binding proteins,

granulysin is secreted from the cytotoxic granules and its crystal structure suggests an

ability to break open membranes with a scissor-like action (Anderson et al., 2003).

Granulysin can exhibit cytolytic activity in vitro, and there is evidence that granulysin

can kill the extracellular Mycobacterium tuberculosis, but whether this is perforin

dependent or –independent remains unclear (Canaday et al., 2001; Stenger et al., 1998;

Takamori et al., 2005; Thoma-Uszynski et al., 2000). Moreover, there is also evidence to
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suggest that granulysin-mediated killing of tumor cell targets involves cytochrome c

release from the mitochondria as well as caspase activation, and is blocked by Bcl-2

(Gamen et al., 1998; Kaspar et al., 2001). However, the molecular mechanisms that

trigger granulysin-induced apoptosis remain unclear.

There are some reports indicating that Fas ligand may also be localized in the

cytotoxic granules (Bossi and Griffiths, 1999; Kojima et al., 2002). This mechanism

could be an important way to sequester Fas ligand in the CL, to prevent it from binding to

the Fas receptor intracellularly and causing cell suicide (Russell and Ley, 2002). The

relative importance of granule-associated FasL, compared to newly synthesized FasL

after CL target recognition, remains unclear.

The remaining components of the cytotoxic granules are typically lysosomal in

nature and are most likely present because of the specialized secretory and lysosomal

packaging pathways necessary to create the cytotoxic granules (Smyth et al., 2001b).

Such proteins include the lysosomal membrane proteins Lamp-1, Lamp-2, and CD63.

Other lysosomal proteins in the granules are acid phosphatase, alpha-glucosidase,

arylsulphatase, beta-glucoronidase, and cathepsins -B, -D, and cathepsin A-like

protective protein, which possesses serine carboxypeptidase and deaminase activities.

Cathepsin B has been shown to associate with the plasma membrane of the effector cell

after degranulation and can protect the CL from fratricide, possibly by proteolyzing

perforin (Balaji et al., 2002). Finally, leukophysin is thought to be involved in granule

trafficking, and leukalexin is a TNF-like cytotoxin identified in mouse cytotoxic granules

(Edwards et al., 1999a).
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Now that the components of the cytotoxic granules have been introduced, we turn

our focus on the soldier proteins that deliver the cytotoxic lethal hit, the granzymes.

The Granzymes, Serine Protease Death-Inducers

There are twelve mammalian granzymes (Table 1-1), which are all members of

the trypsin-fold family of serine proteases and are approximately 30 kDa in size (Kam et

al., 2000). The granzyme genes are organized into three independent clusters in the

genome. Humans express granzymes A, B, H, K, and M, where the genes encoding

granzymes A and K are tightly linked on chromosome 5, B and H are linked on

chromosome 14, and M is located on chromosome 19 (Russell and Ley, 2002). Mice

have genes for granzymes A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and K. In mice, granzymes A and K are

linked on chromosome 13, and the rest are linked on chromosome 14. Rats have genes

for A, B, C, I, J, K, and M (Kam et al., 2000). The granzyme B locus in both mice and

humans also is linked to the genes encoding cathepsin G and mast cell chymase. The

gene encoding human granzyme M is also linked to the neutrophil elastase gene (Russell

and Ley, 2002).

Although the granzymes share a great deal of homology (38-70% to granzyme B,

(Kam et al., 2000; Shresta et al., 1995a), they exhibit diversity in their substrate

specificities (Table 1-1 and below). This implies that the granzymes are not merely

redundant species but that they mediate diverse pathways to ensure target cell death. The

granzymes do not exist at equal levels of abundance in the granules, and their expression

may be differentially regulated in a given CL (Kelso et al., 2002; Sedelies et al., 2004).

The contributions that each of the granzymes make towards killing a target cell are not all
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completely understood, but elucidating their substrate specificity is the first step towards

identifying natural substrates of the granzymes.

Although all of the granzymes, except A and B, are orphans, i.e. having no known

physiological substrates, many of their specificities are beginning to be determined. In

addition, treating cells with exogenously added granzyme and perforin is helping to

understand the death-inducing capability of each granzyme. Granzyme H has

chymotrypsin-like specificity, preferring large aromatic residues at P1 (Edwards et al.,

1999b). Profiling conducted in our laboratory has determined that granzyme H prefers

tyrosine at P1 over phenylalanine, methionine, or tryptophan, and that the preferred P4

P3-P2 residues are Pro/Ala■■ le-Thr/X-Ser/X (Mahrus and Craik, 2005). Although

granzyme H can be taken up into target cell endosomes (Edwards et al., 1999b), it has no

known death-inducing function.

Granzyme K, closely related to granzyme A, has trypsin-like activity and prefers

to cleave after Arg or Lys residues. However, substrate specificity profiling using

positional scanning synthetic combinatorial libraries has determined that granzyme K

prefers Lys over Arg: the opposite is true for granzyme A. In addition, there are

differences in their extended substrate specificities, particularly at P4, which may aid

efforts to design specific inhibitors to these enzymes (Mahrus and Craik, 2005).

Granzyme K has been shown to induce cell death by the generation of reactive oxygen

species and mitochondrial depolarization, but does not seem to cause cytochrome c

release or induce nuclear hallmarks associated with apoptosis (MacDonald et al., 1999).

Although the P1 specificity of murine granzyme C has not yet been determined, it

is predicted to be for large polar residues like glutamine or asparagines (Ewoldt et al.,
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1997). Granzyme C is able to induce cell-death through a caspase-independent

mechanism (Johnson et al., 2003). Target cell death induced by granzyme C is

characterized by loss of plasma membrane integrity and phosphatidyl serine exposure,

mitochondrial Swelling, nuclear condensation, and single-strand DNA nicking (Johnson

et al., 2003; Waterhouse et al., 2004).

Granzyme M is exclusively expressed in NK cells, and because of this property

and its separate chromosomal location it is thought to have a particularly specialized

function in innate immunity apart from the other granzymes. Granzyme M was originally

named Met-ase for its preference to cleave after methionine residues (Kam et al., 2000;

Waterhouse et al., 2004). This preference was originally determined using thiobenzyl

ester-containing peptide substrates. However, ester substrates are known to be far less

specific than amide-based substrates because of having a more labile scissile bond

(Hedstrom et al., 1992). Our laboratory used a positional-scanning synthetic

combinatorial library (PS-SCL) approach with coumarin amide-based substrates known

as the P1 diverse library (Harris et al., 2000) and found that granzyme M has a P1

specificity for Leu->norleucine (a synthetic aminio acid)-Met (Mahrus et al., 2004).

Delivery of granzyme M with perforin has been shown to induce cell death that is

caspase-independent and does not involve mitochondrial damage or DNA fragmentation

(Kelly et al., 2004). The natural substrates of granzyme M involved, however, are not yet

known. Granzyme M has also been given a potential supportive role by being shown in

vitro to proteolyze PI-9, a macromolecular serpin inhibitor of granzyme B that can be

expressed in Some cancer cells (Mahrus et al., 2004). The elucidation of the extended

Substrate specificity profile for granzyme M (Mahrus and Craik, 2005) and the other
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orphan granzymes will give researchers the tools they need to design more specific

inhibitors and also to screen through potential natural substrates in order to learn more

about their role in inducing target cell death.

Granzyme A was the first granzyme to be characterized and, along with granzyme

B, is one of the two most abundant granzymes in the cytotoxic granules. Active as a

disulfide-linked, 65 kDa homodimer (Bell et al., 2003), granzyme A has a trypsin-like Pl

specificity for Arg and Lys residues. Granzyme A is able to induce cell death, and

several proteins capable of being proteolyzed by granzyme A have been elucidated.

Granzyme A induces cell death that is reminiscent of apoptosis but isn’t. Treating target

cells with perforin and granzyme A causes chromatin condensation, nuclear

fragmentation, phosphatidyl-serine exposure on the cell membrane, and loss of

mitochondrial membrane potential. However, granzyme A does not cause concurrent

cytochrome release from the mitochondria, results in single-stranded DNA nicks rather

than the classical apoptotic double-stranded nicks, and does not involve caspase

activation (Lieberman, 2003; Russell and Ley, 2002; Waterhouse et al., 2004). Although

it is not understood how granzyme A disrupts the mitochondria, its pathway towards

DNA damage has been elucidated. Granzyme A proteolyzes several members of the SET

complex, a multi-protein complex that typically resides in the ER and has been proposed

to mediate transcription and translation-based DNA repair mechanisms in response to

oxidative stress. Indeed, the SET complex rapidly translocates to the nucleus in response

to an increase in reactive oxygen species, such as that generated from the mitochondrial

damage caused by granzyme A and perforin. In the nucleus, granzyme A cleaves and

renders inactive three known subunits of the SET complex, freeing the tumor suppressor
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DNase NM23-H1 to nick the DNA (Fan et al., 2003). Granzyme A also proteolyzes the

nuclear lamin proteins as well as histone H1, both of which may enhance granzyme A’s

attack on the nucleus (Lieberman, 2003).

The relevance of granzyme A-induced cell death in the physiological context of

intact CLS that express multiple granzymes has largely been assessed by using mice with

disrupted granzyme genes. Granzyme A-deficient mice have defects in fighting off

certain viruses such as ectromelia (Lieberman, 2003; Russell and Ley, 2002). Granzyme

A certainly induces a clever apoptotic-like form of target cell death, which may be

important for killing target cells infected with viruses that take on many different anti

apoptotic strategies. However, and as I will also discuss below, mouse knock-outs are not

infallible as they may allow for compensation to occur early in the development of the

organism. Granzyme A's importance, therefore, is often examined in comparison to the

other most abundant cytotoxic granule serine protease, granzyme B.

Granzyme B: The Apoptotic Granzyme

Granzyme B is required for efficient target cell lysis (Mahrus and Craik, 2005)

and DNA fragmentation (Thomas et al., 2000), and treatment of target cells with Grb and

a delivery agent such as perforin results in these and other common hallmarks of cell

death, including nuclear condensation, phosphatidyl serine exposure, mitochondrial

depolarization, and cytochrome c release (Russell and Ley, 2002).

Granzyme B has traditionally gained the most amount of attention because of its

preference to cleave C-terminal to aspartic acid residues, as is the case of caspases.

Granzyme B has been shown to activate the caspase cascade by proteolyzing several

:

.
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caspase members and, thus, is the granzyme that can induce classical apoptosis.

However, as discussed below, granzyme B can also cause caspase-independent cell death

that has both apoptotic and necrotic characteristics. There are many known natural

substrates of granzyme B, although the contribution to cell death that proteolysis of each

of them makes is not all understood. Moreover, knockout mice and chemical inhibition

Studies leave controversial the role of granzyme B itself in CL-mediated cell death.

Therefore, although there is a great deal known about the biological function of granzyme

B, there are also plenty of unanswered questions and perhaps additional unknown

important substrates. Granzyme B is thus a perfect choice for developing technologies

for elucidating protease substrates.

Graz'zzyme B biochemistry and substrate specificity

Granzyme B was originally identified as the cytotoxic granule serine protease

with asp-ase activity and which could induce rapid DNA fragmentation and apoptosis.

Granzyme B was designated in mice as CCP-1 and CTLA-1, RNKP-1 and fragmentin 2

in rats, and granzyme 2, HLP, HSE26.1, and CSPB in humans (Kam et al., 2000; Poe et

al., 1991; Shi et al., 1992; Zunino et al., 1990). The multiple names in each species were

due to whether the enzyme was isolated in NK or CTL cells. Now, however, it is largely

*CCepted that granzyme B is the same in both cell types. Granzyme B is actually the only

known mammalian serine protease to date that has a P1 preference for aspartic acid

residues. This P1 specificity is extremely tight due to an Arg226 in the S1-binding

Pocket (chymotrypsinogen numbering; (Waugh et al., 2000)).
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Granzyme B also has an extended substrate binding region, as the enzyme

proteolyzes tetrapeptide flourogenic substrates with 100-fold greater activity than against

tripeptide substrates (Harris et al., 1998). Granzyme B has no activity against dipeptide

or single residue substrates. To further characterize this extended substrate binding on

the non-prime side of the scissile bond, PS-SCL was conducted using libraries of peptides

in which P1 was fixed as an Asp. The results with granzyme B from rat (Figure 1-3,

(Harris et al., 1998)), human (Thornberry et al., 1997) and mouse (Nancy Thornberry,

personal communication) were largely similar with a few differences. The optimal

tetrapeptide substrate for human and rat granzyme B is I/V-EPD. However, mouse

granzyme B has a maximum preference for I/V/L-EFD. Although glutamate at P3 is

most preferred for all three orthologs, the P3 specificity profile is fairly broad and can

accommodate other residues (Table 1-2). The P2 specificity in all three species is even

broader, despite the dramatic shift from optimal proline to phenylalanine preference in

the mouse. The broad specificity at P3 and P2 was further highlighted when human

granzyme B’s substrate specificity profile was determined with a complete-diverse PS

SCL library (Mahrus and Craik, 2005).

To determine the prime-side specificity of rat granzyme B, a substrate phage

display library was screened (Harris et al., 1998). In this technique, phage were cloned to

display randomized substrates IXPDXX N-terminally fused to the p■ i I external viral

protein and C-terminally fused to a His tag. Phage were bound to a nickel resin and then

incubated with granzyme B. The phage that was successfully cleaved elutes from the

resin and was re-cloned for subsequent rounds of panning or for sequencing of the

º
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isolated substrate. In this method it was found that rat granzyme B generally prefers P1’

to be uncharged and P2’ to be glycine or another Small amino acid (Harris et al., 1998).

The structural determinants for granzyme B’s substrate specificity have also been

determined from both site-directed mutagenesis (Ruggles et al., 2004) and crystal

structures of rat granzyme B complexed to the macromolecular serine protease inhibitor

ecotin (Waugh et al., 2000) and of human granzyme B bound to the aldehyde inhibitor

Ac-IEPD-CHO (Rotonda et al., 2001). Granzyme B’s structure is of the chymotrypsin

fold and is similar to the serine proteases in its genetically linked cluster, such as

cathepsin G, chymase, and rat mast cell protease. However, there are key residues that

seem to modulate the variety of specificities amongst this family. In granzyme B, the S4

pocket is similar to a box with Tyr215 and Tyr174 opposite each other and Leu171 and

Ile99 (rat), Phe)9 (human) on the other sides. What results is a long and shallow

hydrophobic groove that prefers small hydrophobic residues (Waugh et al., 2000). The

amino acid at 99 is a main determinant of P2 specificity, and Arg192 (rat) or Lys192

(human) and Asn218 provide P3 specificity (Waugh et al., 2000). Asn218, moreover,

was found to play a role throughout the S2-S4 pockets, perhaps by maintaining S2 and S4

independence and stabilizing the enzyme for efficient catalytic activity.

On the prime side, S1’ is a hydrophobic pocket defined by the disulfide bond

between Cys42 and Cyss6 and the aliphatic portion of Lys41 (rat) or Arg41 (human).

The S2’ site is formed by the backbone of residues 141-152, Lys/Arg41 and Tyr151 (rat).

A potentially important difference between the granzyme B orthologs is that human

granzyme B has a histidine at position 151, which likely alters the P2’ specificity of the
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enzyme (Rotonda et al., 2001). However, the P2’ specificity of human granzyme B has

not been profiled, by the substrate phage display library or otherwise.

The depth of understanding surrounding granzyme B’s structure, function and

specificity allows the researcher to better screen a candidate physiological substrate for a

potential granzyme B cleavage site. However, it is important to keep in mind that both

structures are in complex with optimal substrates, so it is not precisely understood how

the enzyme may be able to accommodate less-than optimal substrates. Certainly the PS

SCL profiling gives an indication that activity against less-than optimal substrates is

reduced, but still possible. The PS-SCL, moreover, cannot detect possible cooperativity

between the substrate binding sites that may reflect substrate binding and accommodation

in a physiological context. Making peptide libraries that fixed two of the P4-P2 residues

at a time may shed insights into which residues could be accommodated if the other sites

are preferred. These substrate specificity profiling methods are of course in vitro, and

other factors certainly contribute to whether a particular protein will be a granzyme B

substrate, namely, co-localization, accessibility of the P4-Pl sequence, and perhaps other

as-yet undefined exosite interactions granzyme B makes with its candidate substrates. A

search for granzyme B substrates, then, also requires a more detailed understanding of the

protease’s biology.

How does Granzyme B enter the cell?

As mentioned above, the granzymes are packaged inside of the cytotoxic granules

with serglycin, a chondroitin-4-sulfate proteoglycan. It is actually now thought that

granzyme B may remain in complex with serglycin upon granule exocytosis. However, it
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is not yet understood if granzyme B is in complex with serglycin upon entering the target

cell. In fact, since many assays of granzyme B-induced apoptosis are conducted with

exogenously added purified granzyme B and perforin and are shown to result in apoptotic

induction with similar kinetics of CTL or NK-induced apoptosis, it is unclear as to what

the significance of a granzyme B-Serglycin complex might be (Lieberman, 2003; Metkar

et al., 2002a; Raja et al., 2002; Russell and Ley, 2002).

All of the granzymes require perforin for their entry into the target cell’s

cytoplasm. How exactly perforin facilitates granzyme entry is still not completely

understood, but it is thought that perforin enables the escape of the granzymes from

endocytic compartments rather than making pores directly in the target cell’s plasma

membrane. Consistent with this hypothesis, granzyme B was shown by radiolabeling and

confocal microscopy studies to be able to enter a target cell independently of perforin, but

could not induce apoptosis (Froelich et al., 1996b) or translocate to the nucleus without

perforin (Jans et al., 1996). In addition, target cells pretreated with inhibitors of

endosomal trafficking took up granzyme B but nuclear targeting of the protease was

severely impaired even when perforin was added (Browne et al., 1999). Delivering

exogenously added granzyme B into target cells with the replication-deficient type 2

adenovirus (Ad2), which is known to deliver both DNA and protein by perturbing

endosomes, results in the induction of apoptosis with similar kinetics as granzyme B and

perforin delivery (Froelich et al., 1998). Immunoflourescence and direct detection of

FITC-conjugated granzyme B also confirmed that granzyme B is internalized without

perforin but required addition of Ad2 or perforin to induce target cell death (Pinkoski et

al., 1998; Shi et al., 1997). The same groups demonstrated that microinjection of
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granzyme B was sufficient for death induction. Presumably, then, perforin is not required

for uptake of granzyme B into endocytic vesicles, but is required for escape into the

cytoplasm to access cytoplasmic and, upon translocation, nuclear substrates.

But how is granzyme B actually taken up by the target cell into endosomes? Does

this occur randomly, is there a stimulation of endocytotic activity upon formation of the

immunological synapse, or is/are there receptor(s) to bind to granzyme B and/or the other

granzymes? Although not necessarily ubiquitously involved, there is data, often

controversial, suggesting there are proteins that can act as receptors for granzyme B.

Motyka et al. (Motyka et al., 2000) demonstrated that the large 280 kDa cation

independent mannose-6-phosphate receptor (CI-MPR) binds purified granzyme B and is

required for its internalization and efficient induction of apoptosis. The MPR is known to

be involved in trafficking proteins from the Golgi and perhaps into lysosomes. In fact, as

discussed above, MPR in CTLs and NK cells are involved in trafficking the granzymes

from the Golgi into the cytotoxic granules. The CI-MPR is also thought be involved in

internalizing the hormone insulin-like growth factor-2 (Motyka et al., 2000). The studies

in this report were conducted in either wild-type mouse L cells, L cells that were selected

to lack the CI-MPR, and those that were transfected to overexpress CI-MPR. The

addition of mannose-6-phosphate inhibited apoptosis induced by the addition of purified,

labeled granzyme B. In addition, overexpression of CI-MPR sensitized kidney graft cells

to be rejected in BALB/c mice. However, while CI-MPR expression was important for

CTL-induced 'H-thymidine release, a measure of DNA fragmentation, it was not required

not for "Cr release, a measure of lysis. Both are observed effects of granzyme B-induced

:
º
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cell death, so the significance of CI-MPR binding to granzyme B left some unanswered

questions.

Contrary to these findings, however, Trapani et al. (Trapani et al., 2003)

essentially repeated all of the experiments in their own mouse fibroblast L cells that were

either CI-MPR-null or CI-MPR-overexpressing and found the opposite results. CI-MPR

null cells were reduced, but not deficient, in their ability to bind FITC-labeled granzyme

B; CI-MPR-null cells remained sensitive to granzyme B-induced apoptosis. Moreover,

CI-MPR-overexpressing cells were no more able to bind FITC-granzyme B than wild

type cells. HeLa cells deficient in clathrin-mediated endocytosis were slightly impaired

in their ability to bind FITC-granzyme B, but were still susceptible to granzyme B

induced apoptosis. Finally, this group showed that CI-MPR was not required for

allograft rejection.

These two studies were conducted in cell lines that had altered and perhaps

physiologically irrelevant expression of CI-MPR. To investigate MPR binding to

granzyme B in a more relevant system, Dressel et al (Dressel et al., 2004) used mouse

embryonic fibroblast cells obtained from MPR-knockout mice and found absolutely no

requirement of MPR expression for sensitivity to CTL-induced apoptosis. They also

showed that MPR was not required for the target cell’s binding to granzyme B or

granzyme B-Serglycin complexes.

However, a recent publication adds fuel to the MPR controversy and implicates

the involvement of MPR in internalization of granzyme B-serglycin complexes.

Veugelers et al. (Veugelers et al., 2006) showed that MPR was not required for apoptotic

induction by granzyme B and perforin in the Jurkat human T cell tumor line, but was

:
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required when granzyme B was delivered to Jurkats with Ad2. More importantly, they

showed that killing induced by granzyme B-serglycin complexes obtained from CTL

degranulates was CI-MPR-dependent. They also showed that granzyme B may contain a

mannose-6-phophate moiety that helps to target the enzyme to CI-MPR, and that

heparan-sulfate proteoglycans may also augment targeting to CI-MPR.

Clearly the issue of whether the MPR is required or even involved in uptake and

delivery of granzyme B into the target cell is unresolved. However, these studies stress

the importance of the delivery method chosen for in vitro granzyme B trafficking *_
gº”

experiments. More research is needed to understand the significance of the granzyme B- ■ -
serglycin complex as well as its interaction with other glycosaminoglycans on the cell º:

º
º

- - - º

surface. Bird et al. (Bird et al., 2005) suggest that granzyme B may exchange serglycin 4

for interaction with other cell-surface bound glycosaminoglycans in order to facilitate its *-

-

entry into target cells, but that hypothesis remains to be critically tested.
º

It would make sense in the evolution of the immune system if CLS have multiple -

ways of insuring that their granzymes can be successfully internalized into target cells, C
- - - - º

especially because viruses have so many ways of evading an immune response. *-

Therefore, it should be of no surprise that MPR may not always be required for

internalization of granzyme B, and there may exist other receptors for the protease.

Consistent with this, cell surface-exposed Hsp70 has been shown to bind and internalize

granzyme B and can sensitize cells to granzyme B-induced apoptosis in a perforin

independent manner (Gross et al., 2003). Surface-exposed Hsp70 have been shown to

sensitize colon carcinoma cells and other tumor cells to NK cell-mediated killing. It

remains to be seen if surface-exposed Hsp70 can occur in other kinds of cell types, but it
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could represent a unique therapeutic opportunity to target certain tumor cells. Clearly,

how granzyme B with perforin exactly enters the target cell remains one of the mysteries

in CL-mediated cytotoxicity, and one from which many therapeutic targets or strategies

may arise.

Granzyme B activates caspase-mediated apoptosis

Granzyme B has gained the most attention compared to the other granzymes

because of its asp-ase activity, which is like that of the caspases. Indeed, granzyme B

was shown early on to induce target cell apoptosis by proteolyzing and activating several

caspases (Darmon et al., 1995; Martin et al., 1996). A large number of reports have

shown in vitro and in cell-based assays that granzyme B can proteolyze many of the

caspases, including caspases 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 (Russell and Ley, 2002). The

ordering of which caspases are directly processed by granzyme B and which are activated

as later steps in the cascade remains somewhat unresolved. Talanian et al (Talanian et

al., 1997) demonstrated that in vitro granzyme B cleaved caspases 10 and 7 much more

efficiently than caspase 3, which was a better substrate than caspase 6. They suggested,

based on these results and observations when they deliver granzyme B with Ad2 to

MCF7 cells, that caspase 10 is the primary target of granzyme B, which then aids to fully

process caspase 7. More recently, Adrain et al. (Adrain et al., 2005) used cytosolic

extracts from Jurkat cells and by individually depleting each caspase from the extracts,

they have shown that granzyme B can directly cleave caspases 3, 7, 8, and 10, but that

caspase 3 activation is required for processing of caspases 2, 6, and 9. In addition, they
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showed that caspase 3 was required for complete processing of caspases 8 and 10 to their

active, short p18 and p25 forms, respectively (Adrain et al., 2005).

Granzyme B activates caspase-independent apoptosis

It has also become clear that granzyme B can induce cell death independently of

caspases (Figure 1-7) (Russell and Ley, 2002; Trapani and Sutton, 2003). Because

granzyme B has a similar preference to caspases for cleaving proteins C-terminal to

aspartic acid residues, whether granzyme B could directly cleave downstream caspase

substrates was investigated. Indeed, one of the first caspase substrates shown to be a

granzyme B substrate was ICAD, also named DFF45, the inhibitor of caspase-activated

DNAse or DNA Fragmentation Factor (Sharif-Askari et al., 2001; Thomas et al., 2000).

Upon proteolysis of ICAD, CAD (also named DFF40) is free to translocate to the nucleus

and induce the double-stranded break DNA fragmentation, which is a hallmark of

apoptosis. Granzyme B has also been shown to proteolyze other nuclear-damage related

caspase substrates, such as poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) (Froelich et al.,

1996a), nuclear lamins (Zhang et al., 2001), DNA-protein kinase cs, and NuMA

(Andrade et al., 1998).

However, several reports indicate that the nuclear damage induced by granzyme B

is actually caspase-dependent, whereas cell death evidenced by lysis and/or

mitochondrial damage pathways and/or viability assays can be caspase-independent

(Heibein et al., 1999; Sarin et al., 1997; Talanian et al., 1997; Trapani et al., 1998). This

fact puts into question the significance of granzyme B proteolysis of ICAD as well as the

other nuclear substrates listed above. These findings also meant that there were other

>
f
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Substrates, perhaps also caspase substrates or those unique to granzyme B, that are

responsible for mediating caspase-independent target cell death.

Once such substrate is Bid, which many now think is actually the most important

granzyme B substrate. Bid is a BH3 domain-containing protein that is known to be

proteolyzed by both caspase 8 (Figure 1-6) and caspase 3, forming truncated Bid, thid,

which then translocates to the mitochondria and interacts with other BH3-containing pro

apoptotic family members such as Bax and Bak. This oligomerization results in

mitochondrial depolarization and permeabilization, resulting in the release of several

factors (Figure 1-6), including: cytochrome c, Htrá2/Omi and Smac/DIABLO, and endo

G and AIF. Granzyme B was shown to directly cleave Bid (Barry et al., 2000), inducing

all of these mitochondrial changes, except AIF release (Alimonti et al., 2001; Heibein et

al., 2000; Lieberman, 2003; Waterhouse et al., 2005b) (Figure 1-7). Although Bid is

cleaved by granzyme B at a distinct Asp from the caspase cleavage site, the granzyme B

truncated Bid, gtBid, functions indistinguishably from thid.

The significance of Bid as a granzyme B has gained great stature in the recent

years. Not only are Bid cleavage and the ensuing mitochondrial damage caspase

independent, but complete caspase processing may actually be dependent on this Bid

mediated mitochondrial damage pathway (Sutton et al., 2000). Bcl-2, the best-known

anti-apoptotic BH3-domain protein, can inhibit complete activation of caspases 3 and 8

upon granzyme B addition (Sutton et al., 2000). Moreover, Bcl-2 is often able to inhibit

granzyme B-induced apoptosis (MacDonald et al., 1999; Pinkoski et al., 2001). More

recently, several cell types from Bid-deficient mice were shown to be resistant to

granzyme B-induced apoptosis (Waterhouse et al., 2005a).

i
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However, a conflicting report showed that MEF cells from Bid-deficient or Bax

and Bak double knock-out mice were equally as susceptible to granzyme B-induced

apoptosis as the wild-type counterparts (Thomas et al., 2001). Moreover, the

susceptibility was not altered in the presence of a caspase inhibitor. Although

cytochrome c was not released in the Bid- or Bax- and Bak- deficient cells, granzyme B

caused mitochondrial depolarization regardless of the presence of Bid, Bax or Bak.

Granzyme B may also target the mitochondria by degrading the anti-apoptotic Bcl2

family member Mcl-1, thereby disrupting its interaction with the BH3-only protein Bim

so that Bim can now have pro-apoptotic consequences (Han et al., 2004; Han et al.,

2005).

Evidence that points to the interdependence on granzyme B-induced

mitochondrial apoptotic pathways with caspase activation calls into question whether

granzyme B’s mitochondrial pathway is truly caspase-independent. As mentioned above,

complete processing of caspases 3 and 8 has been shown to be inhibited by Bcl2,

suggesting that the mitochondrial damage pathway is required for granzyme B’s

activation of caspases (Sutton et al., 2000). Similarly, Bcl2 expression in mouse FDC-P1

myeloid and YAC-1 lymphoma cells prevented nuclear translocation of granzyme B and

nuclear hallmarks of apoptosis (Jans et al., 1999). An explanation for these findings is

that granzyme B, through Bid cleavage (or perhaps Bim-mediated), induces the release of

the pro-apoptotic factors Omi and Smac, which can inactivate the Inhibitors of Apoptosis

(IAP) proteins that often bind to and prevent pro-caspase activation. Alternatively,

because the release of cytochrome c induces apoptosome formation and caspase 9

activation, it is possible that caspase 9 is required for complete processing of caspase 3.

:
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In this way the mitochondrial damage pathway serves as a feed-forward loop to guarantee

and amplify caspase activation.

Conversely, Metkar et al. demonstrated that granzyme B or granzyme B-Serglycin

and Ad2 treatment of cells deficient in caspase 3 were unable to undergo Bid processing

and failed to display a loss of mitochondrial membrane potential or DNA fragmentation,

indicating that caspase activation can be upstream of mitochondrial damage (Metkar et

al., 2003). Moreover, Bcl-2 and the related anti-apoptotic Bcl-Xl can actually be cleaved

by caspases and, thereby, changed into pro-apoptotic mitochondrial membrane proteins *

(Cheng et al., 1997; Clem et al., 1998). º
Clearly, granzyme B’s mitochondrial damage pathway and caspase activation º

(and resulting nuclear damage) are interconnected and together probably represent :
granzyme B’s principal modus operandi when entering a target cell (Figure 1-8). CTLs -
and NK cells from granzyme B-knockout mice are all deficient in their ability to rapidly -

induce DNA fragmentation (Heusel et al., 1994; Shresta et al., 1995b).

However, what happens when the caspase pathway is blocked? Viruses and !

tumor cells are able to evade the immune system and are often able to produce various .
inhibitors to caspase activation, such as vFLIP and IAPs (Russell and Ley, 2002; Trapani

and Sutton, 2003). It would be desirable for the host immune system to have multiple

ways of killing an infected target cell in case its chief pathways were inhibited. Certainly

the other granzymes will play a role in this, but studies indicate that granzymes A and B

are not only the most abundant granzymes but are also the most important to inducing

apoptosis and clearing viral infections (Mullbacher et al., 1999b).
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Might granzyme B have other caspase-independent pathways that can result in the

death of a target cell? The clue that suggests there are comes from the other

morphological hallmark of granzyme B-induced target cell death that we have not

discussed: lysis.

Cell lysis induced by granule exocytosis or exogenously added granzyme B and

perforin is a well-known phenomenon and is, in fact, one of the main hallmarks that are

measured in the field when assessing CL- or granzyme B-mediated killing. However,

lysis is not classically part of what scientists have termed apoptosis, but rather is a

hallmark of necrosis, accidental death induced by physical damage or stress coming from

the outside and doesn’t usually involved caspases. The issue becomes largely one of

Semantics, and in fact caspase activation, nuclear damage, cytochrome c release, and

membrane blebbing and phosphatidyl serine exposure are what defines apoptosis so that

any other phenotype of death automatically becomes non-apoptotic. Therefore, some in

the field might term granzyme-induced target cell death as apo-necrotic. As granzyme B

is the granzyme that can activate caspases, it is the pro-apoptotic granzyme in the strictest

sense of the word, but its lytic phenotype indicates the protease can do much more.

Knockout mice have yielded some contradictory conclusions regarding the

importance of granzyme B-induced lysis. Granzyme B-deficient CLs mentioned above

also have decreased lytic capacity, but are able to lyse target cells with prolonged

incubation (Shresta et al., 1995b); this eventual lysis was explained by compensation by

the other granzymes. Similarly, granzyme Ax B double knockout CLs retain the ability,

albeit impaired, to induce lysis of target cells (Davis et al., 2001; Simon et al., 1997).

However, recent studies suggest that the killing induced by these granzyme A x B

-
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deficient CLs looks morphologically very different from classic apoptosis and from lysis

that occurs when perforin alone is added to the target cells at very high amounts

(Waterhouse et al., 2006). These studies indicate that the other granzymes or other

unknown granule components have the capacity to compensate for the loss of the two

major granzymes.

However, because a mouse knockout inherently allows time for compensation

throughout development, the results can be misleading. Mahrus and Craik took a

chemical inhibitor approach to ask the importance of granzyme B in inducing CL **

dependent lysis. Using a peptide-based phosphonate inhibitor that was designed to t
specifically inhibit granzyme B, they showed that granzyme B is required for human NK- **

mediated lysis of target cells (Mahrus and Craik, 2005). Catching the NK-cell “off º
guard” in this way did not allow the other granzymes to compensate for the loss of -

º

granzyme B.
s
º
º

Other Granzyme B substrates: Granzyme B does more to insure target cell death º
º

There is a growing list of proteins that can be cleaved by granzyme B (Figure 1- *.

9). Many of these substrates are also cytoplasmic substrates of caspases, and their

proteolyses support the idea that granzyme B can actually substitute for caspases within a

target cell. Some of these substrates are important in maintaining the structural integrity

of the cell, and their proteolyses most likely contribute to the membrane blebbing

phenotype of apoptosis and perhaps intracellular trafficking of granzymes, caspases, and

other pro-apoptotic factors. Such substrates include alpha-tubulin (Adrain et al., 2006),
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filamin (Browne et al., 2000), and ROCKI (caspases; (Coleman et al., 2001)) and

ROCKII (granzyme B; (Sebbagh et al., 2005)).

There may also be substrates unique to granzyme B-induced target cell death

(Figure 1-8). For instance, the substrates responsible for lysis are currently unknown. In

addition, as mentioned above, there may be other mechanisms by which granzyme B

targets the mitochondria. Moreover, Grb may cleave other substrates to ensure target

cell death, but that do not result in a currently recognizable physiological trait when

experimenting with cells in culture, such as isolating the target cell from surrounding

communication signals and incapacitating its ability to recover from death-inducing

signals. Lastly, there may be certain substrates of granzyme B that are vital, when intact,

to the viability of a specific tumor cell or virus-infected cell. Granzyme B’s proteolysis

of these “situationally significant” substrates may be particularly important when tumor

or virally-infected cells are able to block other apoptotic pathways. Therefore,

elucidation of all GrB substrates will unveil a more detailed mechanism of cytotoxic

lymphocyte-induced cell death.

The following chapters reveal my endeavors into further characterizing the

mechanism of granzyme B-induced cell death. Chapter 2 details the discovery of eight

new granzyme B substrates and shows how two of them reveal a previously unknown

anti-proliferative function of granzyme B. Chapter 3 discusses how granzyme B is found

to target another family of survival proteins, exacerbating its apoptotic induction. In

addition, Chapter 3 shows how identifying granzyme B-substrate status of a protein can

lead to the identification of new functions for the substrate. In Chapter 4, granzyme B’s

involvement in immunosurveillance and immunotherapeutic approaches to prostate

.
-
--
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cancer is assessed by looking at the significance of expression of a known

macromolecular inhibitor of granzyme B, thus shedding light on the question of

“situationally significant” substrates. Finally, in Chapter 5, I look to the future of CL

mediated cytotoxicity and how it relates to our understanding and therapeutic

developments for a variety of human diseases. By the end of this thesis I hope it will be

clear that, at least from the example of granzyme B, a proteomic and degradomic

approach to profiling the substrates of a protease can lead to discoveries about important

biological processes.
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Table 1-1

Granzyme Species CTL or NK Pl specificity Causes cell death?
A h, m, r both R>K Yes
K h, m, r both KPR Yes
B h, m, r both D Yes
C m, r both Q? N2 Yes
D In both
E In both
F In both
G In both
H h both Y-F-M-W
I r both
J r both

M h, r NK LPM Yes
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Table 1-2

Position Human Rat Mouse

P4 I-V I-V I-V-L

P3 E >G-S>D-A-Q>n E-Q-A-M/n-G-S>D E-Q-A-D-n
H.T.L.W., S.W.T.V.Y.G

Y.V.F.N.K.R.P H.L.F.N.R

P2

P1

P-Q-T-S-N-> P-A-M/n->N-V-T->S F-Q>Y-n->L
A->H-V-E-D-F->n, D-E-F-I-H.W.Y-G,O W.P.A.T.V.S.H.N.I

P1’

P2’

L,I,G

D D D

Not (+/-)

G
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Figure 1-1: The catalytic mechanism of a serine protease. The residues that comprise

the protease’s catalytic triad, Ser195, His37, and Asp102, are shown. The branch

chain nitrogens that stabilize the oxyanion hole are also indicated. Red arrows

highlight the exchanges that occur during peptide bond hydrolysis, with cleavage

of the scissile bond indicated. The top row follows the formation of the acyl

enzyme intermediate and release of the first proteolytic product (R'NH2, bottom

right) after nucleophilic attack by the active site serine of the protease. The

bottom row shows the regeneration of the free enzyme and final proteolytic

product RCOOH following nucleophilic attack from a water molecule in the

active site.
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Figure 1-2: Schematic of a protease bound to its substrate, demonstrating substrate

specificity and protease and substrate nomenclature (according to Schechter and

Berger). The scissile bond is indicated by the yellow arrow, and is located C

terminal to the P1 substrate residue and N-terminal to the P1’ residue. The

protease schematized here has substrate binding pockets S4 thru S2’, which

specifically recognize the residues of the substrate, (N-term to C-term) P4-P2’.

Peptide bond hydrolysis will result in the formation of the proteolytic products

depicted.
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Figure 1-3: Substrate specificity profiling of the serine protease granzyme B. The

chemical structure at the top displays the generalized scheme for the P1-Asp fixed

positional-scanning synthetic combinatorial library. Proteolysis releases the ACC

fluorogenic group and causes it to fluoresce so that proteolytic activity can be

quantitatively monitored. The middle panel shows how the PS-SCL is generated,

by successively fixing each P4-P1 position with each amino acid and then

randomizing the peptide at the other three positions. The bottom four panels

show a typical display of a substrate specificity profile, in this case for granzyme

B. The higher the activity for a particular residue at one of the four P4-P1

positions, the more the protease prefers it. It can be seen here for the case of

granzyme B that the protease has extremely narrow preferences at P1 and P4, but

has fairly broad specificity at P3 and P2.
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Figure 1-4: Schematic of the small-pool cDNA expression screen for protease substrates

described in this Chapter and used in Chapter 2. cDNA encompassing

approximately 200,000 cDNAs was generated from a 14-day mouse embryo and

divided so that approximately 2000 pools of 100 cDNAs were cloned into E. coli.

Proteins were subjected to in vitro transcription and translation in the presence of

35S-methionine and separated by SDS-PAGE and imaged by autoradiography.

Cleavage-positive pools were split into multiple pools of smaller numbers of

clones and retransformed until a single clone was isolated, sequenced and

identified by BLAST homology searching as an isolated proteolytic substrate.
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Figure 1–5: Three stages of cytotoxic lymphocyte (CL)-induced cytotoxicity. The CL

must first recognize a virally infected or tumor cell target. The CL next induces

apoptosis by delivering its lethal hit by one of two pathways: death

receptor/death ligand interaction that leads to caspase activation (the “X”), or by

granule exocytosis, leading to the delivery of granzymes in the cytoplasm

(PacMans). These pro-apoptotic proteases then cleave a number of proteins

within the target cell to induce apoptosis.
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Figure 1-6: Schematic of the molecular events that mediate the extrinsic and intrinsic

pathways of apoptosis. Please see text for a detailed description.
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Figure 1-7: Granzyme B activates several aspects of both extrinsic and intrinsic

apoptosis. Granzyme B can cleave and activate caspases to activate cell death.

However, granzyme B can also directly cleave caspase substrates such as Bid,

ICAD and the nuclear lamins. Bid cleavage results in mitochondrial membrane

depolarization and the release of pro-apoptotic factors similar to the intrinsic

apoptotic pathway. There may also be an additional way granzyme B can cause

mitochondrial damage (black box). Granzyme B may proteolyze unique

Substrates that are not cut by caspases in order to cause apoptosis.
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Figure 1-8: Summary of granzyme B-induced apoptosis. Caspase-dependent processes

are drawn with gray arrows, and events caused by granzyme B in a caspase

independent matter are depicted with red arrows.
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Figure 1-9: Known substrates of granzyme B at the start of this project. Granzyme B

cleaves and activates several caspases (red, upper left). Granzyme B also cleaves

many caspase substrates, the majority of which are proteolyzed by granzyme B at

a distinct aspartic acid from caspases (orange). Caspase and granzyme B

substrates that share a cleavage site are written in purple. Substrates that are not

cleaved by caspases and so are unique to granzyme B are in green. The

prospective or known granzyme B cleavage site is written to the write of each

substrate.
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Chapter 2: Granzyme B Proteolyzes Receptors Important To Proliferation And

Survival, Tipping The Balance Towards Apoptosis.

(As it appears in the Journal of Biological Chemistry, E-published ahead of print, June

23, 2006)

Granzyme B is critical to the ability of natural killer cells and cytotoxic T

lymphocytes to induce efficient cell death of virally-infected or tumor cell targets.

Although granzyme B can cleave and activate caspases to induce apoptosis,

granzyme B can also cause caspase-independent cell death. Thirteen prospective

granzyme B substrates were identified from a cDNA expression-cleavage screen,

including Hsp70, Notch1, fibroblast growth factor receptor-1 (FGFR1), poly-A-

binding protein (PABP), cAbl, hinPNP H’, Brl 40, and intersectin-1. Validation

revealed that Notch1 is a substrate of both granzyme B and caspases, while FGFR1

is a caspase-independent substrate of granzyme B. Proteolysis of FGFR1 in prostate

cancer cells has functionally relevant consequences that indicate its cleavage may be

advantageous for granzyme B to kill prostate cancer cells. Therefore, granzyme B

not only activates pro-death functions within a target, but also has a previously

unidentified role in inactivating pro-growth signals to cause cell death.
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Natural killer (NK) cells and cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) are the immune

system’s primary defense against viral infection and intracellular pathogens. These

cytotoxic cells can also kill a variety of cancer cells, giving support to the

immunosurveillance hypothesis (Russell and Ley, 2002; Smyth et al., 2001). Indeed,

tumor immunotherapy approaches aim to treat cancers with NKs and CTLs that have

potent anti-tumor recognition and killing activities. To that end, it is important to

elucidate the mechanisms and pathways that are important to the ability of NKs and

CTLs to kill a particular cancerous cell.

NK cells and CTLs induce the death of their targets by either TNF-family death

receptor/death ligand interaction or by granule exocytosis. Granule exocytosis is critical

for the efficient killing of virally-infected or tumor cell targets (Russell and Ley, 2002;

Smyth et al., 2000). Upon target recognition, killer cells release cytotoxic granules, the

contents of which cross the immunological synapse and enter the target cell with the

assistance of perforin, a putative pore-forming protein. Perforin may enable escape from

endocytic vesicles or may allow entry directly through pores in the plasma membrane

(Russell and Ley, 2002).

Granzymes are serine proteases that are released from the cytotoxic granules to

induce target-cell death. There are five human granzymes, termed A, B, H, K, and M.

Granzyme B (Grb) can initiate apoptosis by cleaving and activating several members of

the caspases, the intracellular pro-apoptotic cysteine proteases (Darmon et al., 1995;

Martin et al., 1996). Grb is required for efficient target cell lysis (Mahrus and Craik,

2005) and DNA fragmentation (Thomas et al., 2000), and treatment of target cells with

GrB and a delivery agent such as perforin results in these and other common hallmarks of
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cell death, including nuclear condensation, phosphatidyl serine exposure, mitochondrial

depolarization and cytochrome c release (Russell and Ley, 2002).

It has also become clear that Grb can induce cell death independently of caspases.

GrB has a similar preference to caspases for cleaving proteins C-terminal to aspartic acid

residues (Harris et al., 1998; Thornberry et al., 1997). GrB has been shown to cleave

many caspase substrates such as poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) (Froelich et al.,

1996), ICAD (Thomas et al., 2000), nuclear lamins (Zhang et al., 2001) and Bid (Barry et

al., 2000). Although the morphologies associated with caspase-independent cell death

caused by Grb are chiefly characterized by mitochondrial disruption (Pinkoski et al.,

2001) and lysis (Mahrus and Craik, 2005), the exact cleavage events leading to these

hallmarks have not all been completely elucidated. This is especially true in light of the

fact that Grb can cause apoptosis in the absence of Bid, Bax and Bak (Thomas et al.,

2001). Moreover, Grb may cleave other substrates to ensure target cell death but that do

not result in a currently recognizable physiological trait. Elucidation of all Grb

substrates will unveil a more detailed mechanism of cytotoxic cell death.

To identify substrates of Grb, a cDNA expression and cleavage screen was

employed. Several new prospective substrates of granzyme B were identified, and three,

Hsp70, FGFR1 and Notch1, were validated. We show here these proteolytic events as

well as how Grb's cleavage of FGFR1 could be important in targeting prostate cancer.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Reagents - The caspase inhibitor ZDEVD-Fmk was purchased from Alexis Biochemicals.

The caspase inhibitor zVAD-FMK was purchased from EMD Biosciences and Alexis
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Biochemicals. When present, both caspase inhibitors are used in equimolar amounts and

are designated as CI. The Notch1 antibody Nic927 was a gift from Anthony Capobianco

(University of Cincinnati). Antibodies to Lamin B (C-20), myc (9E10), PARP (H-250),

Notch1 (C-20) and Flg (H-76) were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. Another

FGFR1 antibody (Ab-2) was from EMD Biosciences. Purchased from Cell Signaling

Technologies were antibodies to PARP, Notchl (6A5), FGFR1, phospho-FGFR1,

phospho-ERK and ERK. Production of rat granzyme B (Grb) was previously described

(Harris et al., 1998). Human Grb was a generous gift from either Dr. Nancy Thornberry

(Merck) or Dr. Sandra Waugh Ruggles (Catalyst Biosciences.) The small molecule GrB

inhibitor L-038597 (GI) was developed and described in (Willoughby et al., 2002) and

was a generous gift from Dr. Nancy Thornberry (Merck).

Plasmid construction - All inserts were ligated into the Invitrogen mammalian expression

vector pcDNA 3.1 myc/HisX6. Each overexpressed protein therefore was C-terminally

myc/HisX6 tagged. The Notch1-ic clone was generated from a Notch1-ic vector that was

a generous gift from Anthony Capobianco (University of Cincinnati). The insert coding

for Notch1-ic residues 1759 -2556 was liberated by BamhI and Xbal digestion and

ligated into the expression vector. The plasmids for FGFR1-ic, FGFR1-VSAD, and

FGFR1-VSAN were generated from the clone for mouse FGFR1 (IIIc isoform), a

generous gift from Dr. David Ornitz (Washington University at St. Louis). The primers

used to generate FGFR1-ic were 5°CAC AAG CTTAAG ATG AAG AGC GGC ACC

AAG3’ and 5°GCC GAA TTC GCG CCG TTT GAG TCC ACT GTT GGC3’. The latter

primer was also used along with the forward primer 5°CACAAG CTTATG TGG AGC
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TGG AAG TGC CTC CTC TTC TG3’ to generate the full-length insert for cloning both

FGFR1-VSAD and FGFR1-VSAN. The FGFR1-VSAN clone was made from FGFR1

VSAD using the QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene) and the

mutagenesis primers 5’CAG ACA GGT AAC AGT GTC AGC TAA CTC CAG TGC

ATC CAT GAA CTC3’ and its reverse complement. Human FGFR1-gBEC was cloned

by RT-PCR on mRNA prepared from LNCaPs using the RNeasy Mini Kit and

Omniscript reverse transcriptase (both from Qiagen) and the primers 5’CAC AAG CTT

ATG TGG AGC TGG AAG TGC CTC CTC TTC TG3’ and 5’ GCC GAT ATC GTC

AGC AGA CAC TGT TAC CTG TCT GCG3”.

Cell lines and culture - All cell lines are available from the American Type Culture

Collection (ATCC.) K562 chronic myelogenous leukemia, Jurkat T-cell leukemia,

LNCaP and PC3 prostate cancer cell lines were all propagated in RPMI-1640 media

containing 10% fetal bovine serum and penicillin/streptomycin. NK-92 human natural

killer cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 containing 10% FBS, 10% FCS, glutamine, non

essential amino acids, sodium pyruvate, 3-mercaptoethanol, penicillin and Streptomycin,

and 100units/mL IL-2. All cells and transfectants were maintained in a humidified 37°C,

5% CO2 incubator.

Small-pool cDNA screening - A cDNA library was constructed from RNA isolated from

a 14-day postcoitus mouse embryo as previously described (Kothakota et al., 1997).

Briefly, the cDNA library was cloned into the high copy number plasmid pCS2+ to yield

200,000 independent clones. The library was divided into pools of approximately 100
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unique plasmids. Methionine (*S)-labeled protein pools were prepared directly from the

cDNA pools using the coupled transcription-translation rabbit reticulocyte lysate system

(Promega) (Lustig et al., 1997). Briefly, 5pil of transcription-translation mix was

incubated at 30°C with 0.11g of pooled DNA. After 2h, half of the labeled-protein

reaction mix was incubated with 1 nM recombinant rat granzyme B, 50p. MCI and 50puM

Ac-IETD-Fmkin a buffer containing 100mM Hepes, pH 7.4 and 100mM NaCl. After

1h, loading dye was added to each reaction mix and heated at 65°C for 10min. The

samples were loaded side-by-side onto 10-20% Tris-Glycine gels and separated by SDS

PAGE. Separated proteins were visualized by autoradiography and scored for cleavage

by the disappearance or appearance of bands in the granzyme B-incubated samples that

were not found in the control samples.

Proteolysis of Hsp70 in vitro - Purified Hsp70 protein was purchased from Stressgen.

Hsp70 protein at 0.64M M was incubated at 37°C with 50nM human Grb in Grb activity

buffer containing 50mM Na HEPES pH 8, 100mM NaCl, and 0.01% Tween-20.

Aliquots of 15ul containing 670ng of Hsp70 were taken at specific intervals and were

mixed with sample loading buffer. Samples were loaded onto 4-20% Tris-Glycine gels

and separated by SDS-PAGE. Separated proteins were visualized by Coomassie staining.

In vitro transcription-translation - Plasmids encoding FGFR1-ic and Notch1-ic were

subject to Promega’s T7 Quick Coupled in vitro transcription-translation in the presence

of ”S-methionine. Samples were then diluted into GrB activity buffer and incubated

with human GrB at 37°C for 1-3h. Aliquots were separated by SDS-PAGE; gels were

imaged by autoradiography.
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Lysis and Immunoblotting - Cytoplasmic lysates were generated by resuspending cells at

1 x 10" cells/ml in 50mM Tris pH 8.0, 150mMNaCl and 1%NP-40 (Lysis Buffer).

Aliquots from assays described below were lysed in Lysis Buffer including the Complete

Protease Inhibitor Cocktail tablets from Roche (Lysis Buffer +PI) in order to stop

proteolysis. After incubating on ice for 30min, lysates were spun at 10,000 rpm for

10min at 4°C to remove the insoluble fraction. Protein concentrations were determined

with the BCA Protein Assay Reagent (Pierce), and equal amounts of total protein from

each sample were separated by SDS-PAGE. Proteins were then transferred to

nitrocellulose or PVDF membranes and blocked in TBST containing 5% milk or 5%

BSA, as per the antibody manufacturer's instructions. Membranes were then incubated

with substrate-specific antibodies, washed and incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary

antibodies. Immunoblots were developed on film with the ECL detection system. The

locations of pre-stained protein markers were traced by overlaying the film onto the

membrane. Immunoblots presented are representative of at least three independent

experiments.

Confirming proteolysis in cell lysates - K562 cytoplasmic extracts were generated in the

absence or presence of 50puMCI in Lysis Buffer. The lysate was incubated with 50nM

human Grb in the absence or presence of 209 MGI and aliquots were removed from 1

6h. Samples were then subjected to SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting.

NK-mediated cytotoxicity - NK-92 effectors (E) and K562 targets (T) were collected,

counted, and mixed at varying E:T ratios as in (Mahrus and Craik, 2005), with 2x10°
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Kisó2s in 24-well plates. Killing was stopped at intervals from 1-6h by collecting and

Iysing in Lysis Buffer HPI.

A crivation of caspase-mediated apoptosis in Jurkat T-cell leukemia cells - Jurkats were

plated in a 96-well plate at 4x10° cells well in 200ml of RPMI-1640 media containing 2%

serum. Cells were stimulated with 200ng/ml CH-11 anti-Fas antibody (Upstate) and

irm cubated from 2-6h. At the indicated time intervals, aliquots were lysed in Lysis Buffer

—H·PI.

Gºz-Z3 delivery to LNCaPs - Human GrB was delivered to LNCap cells with the lipid

protein-delivery reagent BioPORTER (BP, Gene Therapy Systems). BioPORTER has

beern used for intracellular delivery of a variety of proteins (Zelphati et al., 2001). This

a PEProach has been used to deliver Grb and is an excellent method for analyzing

CSrrhponents of cytotoxic granules (Thiery et al., 2003). GrB-BP complexes were

Sº stablished in QuikEase Single-Use tubes according to the manufacturer’s instructions

****i delivered to pre-seeded LNCaPs at 75nM GrB. Cells were incubated and timepoints

Yºre collected for lysis in Lysis Buffer +PI. For flow cytometry analysis, serum was

**isied to 30% after 3-4h of Grb delivery and samples were incubated for another 2-3h.

The cells were incubated overnight in media containing 10% serum. The following

*Srning cells were harvested, stained with Annexin V-FITC (BioVision), and analyzed

S” the FACSCalibur according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Dead cells were

‘S’unted as the Annexin V positive (FL1) population.

º
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77-ansient transfections - Mammalian expression plasmids with FGFR1-VSAD, FGFR1

VSAN or FGFR1 geBC were transiently transfected into LNCaPs or PC3s with
&

Iravitrogen's Lipofectamine 2000 (LF) reagent according to the manufacturer’s

instructions. Briefly, LNCaPs were seeded in 500pal of media without antibiotics so that I

approximately 0.5-2x10 cells were in one well of a 24-well plate the day of the
_*

transfection. DNA-LF complexes were formed in OPTI-MEM with 0.8pg of plasmid
º

DNA and 2pul of LF and added to each well of a 24-well plate. PC3s were transfected in

1 2–well (trypan blue) or 96-well (MTS) plates and scaled accordingly. After 6h all cells

vºvere changed into fresh media and incubated for 24-48h, depending on the experiment. rºseº

A CP/72 stimulation - LNCaPs were transiently transfected with FGFR1-VSAD as outlined **re-ta

al-cºve in order to monitor FGFR1 cleavage. At 36h post transfection, cells were

irº cubated with or without GrB-BP complexes in serum-free media as above. After 6h,

trar isfectants were stimulated for 10min in the presence or absence 50ng/ml purified ...tº º,* -->
recCºnnbinant FGF2 (R&D Systems) and 50pg/ml heparin. Samples were then lysed in 2

2.

I-> sis Buffer +PI containing the phosphatase inhibitors 1 mM sodium orthovanadate and -> |
*25rn M fl-glycerophasphate pH 7.3. To monitor overexpressed FGFR1-VSAD or FGFR1- ---

Y SAN directly after FGF2 stimulation, the receptors were immunoprecipitated from the

ly Sate with anti-myc antibodies and protein G-sepharose. The pulled-down receptors º

Yvere separated by SDS-PAGE and subjected to immunoblotting for both their myc tags

**si for phospho-FGFR1.
-( ,
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ZTrypan blue staining and MTS Proliferation Assay - Viability of PC3s transiently

overexpressing FGFR1-VSAD or FGFR1-gBEC for 48h was determined by trypan blue

staining (Invitrogen). Cells that were still adherent were collected by mild trypsinization,

vvashed and resuspended in complete media, and counted on a hemocytometer. The data

is presented as the average percentage dead and alive cells and error bars represent one

standard deviation above and below the mean of at least three independent transfection

experiments. Proliferation of PC3s 48h post transfection was assessed with the CellTiter

96 AQueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay (Promega) according to the

Ira anufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 20pal of AQueous One Solution Reagent was added

to the cells in 100ul of media. The cells were incubated for 2h and then the absorbance at

4-** Ornm was recorded. Readings are presented as the mean A490 with error bars

rePresenting one standard deviation above and below the mean of six independent

trar as■ ections. A Student's t-test with a two-tailed distribution was calculated to

determine the statistical significance of FGFR1gBEC from FGFR1-VSAD transfectants.

RESULTS

*” #22 vitro cDNA expression-cleavage screen identified several substrates of granzyme B.

In Sºrder to identify new GrB substrates, a cDNA library containing approximately

2OO > O00 unique cDNAs was screened. The library was divided into pools each

Sºrºtaining approximately 100 unique plasmids. The cDNA pools were in vitro

trar, scribed and translated (iv TnT), and the resulting *S-methionine labeled protein pools

Yere incubated in the presence or absence of GrB and the caspase inhibitors zVAD-FMK

R v
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and ZDEVD-FMK (CI). Proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE, visualized by

autoradiography, and scored for caspase-independent proteolysis.

Cleavage-positive pools were split into smaller sub-pools, which were then re

transformed and subjected to a subsequent round of DNA purification, iv. TnT and

screening. Figure 2-1A is an autoradiograph of seven sub-pools from one initial positive

PC Cl. In sub-pool #5, a band at approximately 47kDa decreases in intensity and a smaller

barnd at 40kDa is enriched when GrB is added. Positive sub-pools like #5 continued to be

split into smaller sub-pools and screened until individual cDNAs were isolated. The

cl DNAs were sequenced and subjected to a BLAST search. The cDNA isolated from

PC sitive sub-pool #5 was identified as the fibroblast growth factor receptor-1 (FGFR1),

arhci other prospective Grb substrates identified were: Notch1, cAbl, Hsp70, hnRNPH',

Br I <10, intersectin-1 and poly-A binding protein (PABP). Five additional clones matched

CIDINAs that have undefined protein identities. Lamin B, a known GrB substrate (Zhang

** = 1-, 2001), was also isolated, demonstrating the efficacy of the screen.

Earczz identified substrate has a prospective granzyme B cleavage site. Grb has a strict

*S*H uirement for cleaving C-terminal to Asp residues due to Arg226 in its P1 pocket

(R-Stenda et al., 2001; Waugh et al., 2000). Armed with this fact as well as the enzyme’s

**I characterized extended substrate specificity (Harris et al., 1998; Thornberry et al.,

l 9s->>. protein sequences were searched for possible cleavage sites. Table 2-1 presents

the EProspective Grb cleavage sites within the identified proteins. According to protease

Sub-> Strate nomenclature, the (Nterm to Cterm) P4 thru P2’ residues are listed, with the

*Sissile bond located between P1 and P1’. The optimal substrate of Grb is the Sequence

****-
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I/V E PD-S G. However, specificity profiling data as well as research into the structural

determinants of Grb's specificity (Ruggles et al., 2004) has revealed that the P1 and P4

sites are of critical importance, whereas Grb can accommodate a broader range of

residues at the other positions. Depicted in Table 2-1, the importance of the P4 thru P2’

sites is proportional to the size of the letter. Other known substrates of Grb such as

caspase 3, PARP and Bid are cleaved at sites that are a close but not exact match to IEPD

S C (Table 2-1). This understanding created an appropriate sieve for eliminating PABP,

vvhich has a less than optimal P4 Leu, from further investigation.

4×sz” 70 FGFR1 and Notch1 are substrates of granzyme B in vitro. GrB’s ability to

Prºteolyze Hsp70 was assessed in vitro by incubating purified recombinant Hsp70 with

5 Orn M GrB (Figure 2-1B). The cleavage products that appear as early as 1 hour (h) are

*C F Da and 30kDa, as is expected given the predicted cleavage site at D366.

Proteolysis by GrB of FGFR1 and Notch1 (Figure 2-1, panels C and D,

**SPectively) was first confirmed in vitro by incubating Grb with iv.ThT peptides

Sºrresponding to the intracellular portions of each transmembrane protein (Figure2-1Cii,

Dii) - The mobility shift of intracellular FGFR1 (FGFR1ic, Figure 2-1C) after incubation

Yith Grb confirms that it is a substrate of Grb in vitro and the size change is consistent

With a cleavage at D432. Intracellular Notch1 (Notch1-ic, Figure 2-1D), which runs at

*PE-roximately 85kDa, appears to be cleaved at one major site yielding an approximately

7s ls Da product (arrowhead) but also appears to be proteolyzed further (asterisks) upon

*** ser incubation with increasing concentrations of Grb. The banding pattern of the

*!.
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cleavage products is consistent with proteolysis occurring in the region of Notch1-ic that

aligns to the location of the predicted cleavage sites (Figure 2-1D, Table 2-1).

ATGFR1 and Notch1 are caspase-independent substrates of granzyme B. Proteolysis was

r1ext confirmed by treating human K562 chronic myelogenous leukemia lysates with

GrB. Using cell extracts is a valid approach because Grb enters the cytoplasm of target

cells with the assistance of perforin to induce apoptosis. Aliquots were removed over

tirrhe, separated by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted for Notch1, FGFR1, or PARP (Figure

2-2 D. Notch1 exists on the cell surface as a heterodimer (Figure 2-1Di); the peptide that

CCºrntains the transmembrane and intracellular portions of the receptor is approximately

12C kDa and is known as Notch1-TM (N"). Within only 1h, both FGFR1 and N" have

beer, proteolyzed upon incubation with Grb (Figure 2-2, left panels). Including CI did

****t EPrevent cleavage, indicating that proteolysis is independent of caspase activation

(Fisure 2-2, right panels). However, N’” cleavage appears to be less efficient in the

P**sence of CI when comparing the 2h timepoints, indicating that N" may also be a

***Pase substrate. PARP, a substrate of both Grb and caspases, was also monitored in

this SSystem (bottom). The addition of a small molecule specific granzyme B inhibitor

(GI. right panels) largely blocked the proteolysis of the full-length proteins.

Notch1 and FGFR1 were also confirmed to be proteolyzed during natural killer

(N Fo cell-mediated killing of K562 targets (Figure 2-3). NK cells kill K562s, which do

nCot Sexpress a death receptor, exclusively by granule exocytosis. Potent NK-92 effectors

(E) Yºvere co-incubated with K562 targets (T), and proteolysis was monitored by

***, unoblotting.
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Notch1 cleavage during NK-mediated cell killing of K562s is presented in Figure

2–3, panels A and B. N” is proteolyzed within 2h and almost completely by 4h at an

E-T of 2:1 (Figure 3A, left). At 4:1, N* is totally absent at 4h (Figure 2-3A, right). The º

Proteolysis is not due to NK cells killing themselves because the 2:0 and 4:0 controls º :

show no destruction of the N" band. Furthermore, the addition of GI (Figure 2-3A, B)

EPIC cks efficient cleavage, and therefore proteolysis of these substrates is due to Grb and
-

carn not be rescued by other granzymes. The addition of CI (Figure 2-3B, left) shows that º
N** is cleaved during cell killing in a caspase-independent manner. The antibody used

to cietect N” in these experiments recognizes a cross-reactive species at 100kDa. ****a*
*****

FGFR1 is also proteolyzed during NK-mediated cytotoxicity to a significant **==

extent by 4h and completely by 6h under an E:T of 4:1 (Figure 2-3C). FGFR1 is also a :-
Caspase-independent substrate during cell killing (Figure 2-3C, right panel). In fact, ---

º º
*º- *

Prºteolysis of FGFR1 seems to occur more efficiently by 2h in the presence of CI. This
".

** => indicate that, without apoptotic amplification by caspases, Grb can cleave other **** *. *
- * -gº--e

se”
substrates more robustly. The cytotoxic cell would therefore still induce the death of a =*set whose caspase cascade is blocked.

Proteolysis of PARP was also assessed during the cell killing experiments (Figure

2–3 IP). At either 2:1 or 4:1 PARP is cleaved, and the 89kDa caspase product and 55kDa

rER products appear (Froelich et al., 1996; Harris et al., 1998). The presence of CI does

not EPrevent the Grb product from appearing, but the 89kDa species is no longer

****erated. Similarly, the addition of GI blocks proteolysis of PARP altogether because

Gres is blocked from cleaving PARP and from activating caspases.

`.



The immunoblots presented in Figures 2-2 and 2-3 are representative of at least

three independent experiments. Supplemental Figure 2-S1 presents the compiled data

frcm validating FGFR1 and Notch1 proteolysis in both Grb-treated K562 cell lysates and

ciuring NK-mediated cell killing of K562s. Proteolysis was quantified using densitometry

arid is presented as the percent mean intensity of the full-length protein over time.

Results were normalized to the zero hour (lysates) or K562 alone (cell killing) negative

cCºrntrols. It can be concluded from Figures 2-2, -3 and -S1 that FGFR1 and Notch1 are

iricieed caspase-independent substrates of Grb.

It must be noted that our antibodies fail to reliably recognize cleavage products of

either FGFR1 or Notch1. Therefore, it cannot be ruled out that in K562s, GrB targets the

receptors for complete degradation. This possibility is explored in the Discussion.

AVC- rehl is also a caspase substrate, while FGFR1 is unique to granzyme B. Although

Prºteolysis by GrB during NK-mediated cell killing of both Notch1 and FGFR1 is

Sºs Pase-independent, it is possible that they are also caspase substrates. Many substrates

* GrB can also be cleaved by caspases, and if so, are cleaved by the caspases at distinct

**Partic acid residues.

To determine if these receptors are caspase substrates, the caspase cascade must

be *a-stivated in the absence of Grb. The other method by which an NK or CTL kills its

*rset is by the interaction of a death receptor like Fas with its ligand, FasL. This

*s raction results in caspase activation. Jurkat T-cell leukemia cells, which express Fas,

Yere stimulated by the anti-Fas antibody CH-11, a surrogate for FasL. Aliquots were

*Sºrr, oved from 0-6h, lysed, separated by SDS-PAGE, and subjected to immunoblotting.

* , ,

#2 *
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Under these conditions, the full-length PARP at 120kDa is cleaved very efficiently to its

rrnajor caspase product at 89kDa in as little as 2h (Figure 2-4A, bottom).

In this system, N” is cleaved by caspases, and a cleavage product appears as

early as 2h (Figure 2-4A, middle). Notch1 has several prospective caspase cleavage sites

that could create this approximately 100kDa product (Figure 2-4B). In fact, the

Prospective caspase cleavage sites align to the same regions as the Grb cleavage sites,

between the RAM domain and the ankryin repeats as well as the C-terminal portion of

the ankryin repeats (Figure 2-4B).

FGFR1 is not proteolyzed upon Fas stimulation of Jurkats and therefore is not a

caspase substrate (Figure 2-4A, top). It is worth noting that the amount of FGFR1 does

a PP ear to increase during CH-11 stimulation, but the significance of this is not known.

Gr-anzyme B can kill LNCaP prostate cancer cells, and in the process cleaves FGFR1.

THe effects of FGFR1 proteolysis by Grb are best analyzed in a cell in which FGFR1 is

****Fortant. Because a wealth of evidence exists to implicate signaling through FGFR1 in

P*Srrhoting the growth and progression of prostate cancer (Kwabi-Addo et al., 2004), we

Shose to investigate if proteolysis of FGFR1 by GrB could have anti-prostate cancer

Sºrnsequences.

GrB was delivered into LNCaP prostate cancer cells with the lipid-mediated

Prstein delivery reagent BioPORTER (BP). As demonstrated by PARP proteolysis as

Ysll as Annexin V staining, delivery of Grb results in cell death (Figure 2-5B,C).

F S FR1 is simultaneously proteolyzed upon incubation with Grb-BP (Figure 2-5A).

*releolysis of FGFR1 does not occur when LNCaPs are incubated alone or with BP only.

...”
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The FGFR1 antibody used in Figure 2-5A also recognizes a faint band

corresponding to the predicted FGFR1 cleavage product at approximately 55kDa. In

order to visualize proteolysis more easily, we constructed a C-terminally myc/His-tagged

clone of full-length FGFR1 (FGFR1-VSAD, Figure 2-6Ai,B). LNCaps were transiently

transfected with FGFR1-VSAD, and at 36h post transfection were treated with Grb-BP.

The top panel of Figure 2-6B shows that FGFR1-VSAD is indeed cleaved by GrB and a

cleavage product at approximately 55kDa is generated. This band is consistent with the

receptor being proteolyzed at D432.

CP2-zznzyme B proteolysis of FGFR1 in LNCaps results in the shearing of the extracellular

1 fºand-binding region from the kinase domain. To confirm that the cleavage site in

FGFR1 was at the predicted D432, an Asp to Asn mutant FGFR1 was cloned (FGFR1

V SAN, Figure 2-6Aii). LNCaps were transiently transfected with either FGFR1-VSAD

Or FGFR1-VSAN and then treated with Grb-BP. Immunoblotting with an anti-myc

primary antibody (Figure 2-6B) reveals this single mutation prohibits Grb from cleaving

FGFR1-VSAN, confirming that proteolysis of FGFR1 occurs at D432. The bottom

Parnels of Figure 6B demonstrate that FGFR1-VSAN is functional and able to become

autophosphorylated upon FGF2 stimulation. Therefore the resistance of FGFR1-VSAN

to GrB proteolysis cannot be attributed to a structural rearrangement caused by the

*tation but instead is the result of destroying the site of proteolysis.

Sig”aling through FGFR1 in LNCaPs is incapacitated upon granzyme B delivery. Upon

li sand-induced dimerization and activation of FGFR1, the receptor becomes

º *

º
**.*
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phosphorylated and a signaling cascade proceeds, often through phosphorylation of

ERK 1/2 (Schlessinger, 2000). Because Grb cleavage of FGFR1 separates the kinase

domain of the receptor from the extracellular FGF binding domain, this proteolysis

should disrupt signaling through the receptor. LNCaP cells expressing FGFR1-VSAD

vvere incubated with GrB-BP and subsequently stimulated by the basic fibroblast growth

factor (FGF2), the ligand of FGFR1 that induces a signal transduction cascade that results

in ERK1/2 stimulation. Immunoblotting analysis (Figure 2-6C) demonstrates that

PHC'sphorylation of ERK1/2 (P-ERK) due to FGF2 stimulation is impaired after Grb

de livery.

Cºverexpression of the N-terminal cleavage product of FGFR1 causes PC3 prostate

crazzºz cer cells to cease proliferating and die. Studies overexpressing a mutant FGFR1

lacking the kinase domain have been used to demonstrate the vital importance of

signaling through FGFR1 in the survival of prostate and other cancers (Ozen et al., 2001).

This truncated FGFR1 acts as a dominant negative by shunting the signaling pathway

*POrn dimerization with endogenous full-length receptors. To test whether or not the

FGFR1 cleavage product generated by GrB can act similarly, a mutant termed FGFR1

&PEC (FGFR1-granzyme B Extra-Cellular, Figure 2-6Aiii) was cloned that lacks the

intracellular portion of the receptor C-terminal to D432. Expression of FGFR1 gREC in

transiently transfected PC3 prostate cancer cells was confirmed by immunoblotting

(Figure 2-6D). PC3s express both FGF2 and FGFR1, thus promoting proliferation in an

*ocrine fashion (Kwabi-Addo et al., 2004). Cleavage of FGFR1 by Grb might be

Particularly detrimental to prostate cancer that has progressed to this FGF autocrine

º
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signaling state. Indeed, overexpression of FGFR1-gBEC in PC3s drastically halted

proliferation as compared to PC3s expressing FGFR1-VSAD or cells treated with the

transfection reagent alone (Figure 2-6E). Moreover, overexpression of FGFR1-gBEC

results in significant death compared to overexpression of FGFR1-VSAD (Figure 2-6F).

Cleavage of FGFR1 by Gr8 therefore produces a cleavage product that can function as an

anti-proliferation and pro-death protein in prostate cancer.

DISCUSSION

Granzyme B (Grb) is critical for the efficient killing of virally infected or tumor cell

tarsets by NK and CTL cells. Because many viruses and cancer cells activate a variety of

irrarrhune evasion strategies, cytotoxic cells should be able to cause cell death by multiple

pathways. Indeed, Grb may cut specific “situationally significant” substrates that are

Vital to the ability of Grb to ensure cell death in cases where other apoptotic pathways are

in Hibited. Therefore, discovering new substrates of granzyme B will give a more

COrrhplete understanding of the mechanism of cytotoxic cell death.

We chose to employ a systematic cDNA expression-cleavage screen to identify

Sr.P. substrates. Now that this approach has been established and has generated fresh

insights into this well-known protease, it may prove useful for de-orphaning proteases of

"ittle-known function.

This study has identified and confirmed FGFR1 to be a caspase-independent

*strate of GrB and one that may be important for Gr8 to kill prostate cancer cells.

FGFR1 is cleaved by Grb in vitro and is targeted upon addition of Grb to K562 lysates

* , ,
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and during NK-mediated killing. FGFR1 is not cleaved by caspases and is therefore a

substrate unique to Grb.

A host of evidence strongly implicates signaling through FGFR1 in promoting the

development and progression of several cancers, especially prostate cancer (Kwabi-Addo

et al., 2004). Expression of FGF1, FGF2 and FGFR1 is increased in prostate cancers, and

as tumors become progressively less differentiated, expression patterns of the FGFs and

FGFR1 indicate a shift from paracrine to autocrine signaling (Kwabi-Addo et al., 2001;

RC piquet et al., 1997). Mouse models have also indicated that expression of FGFR1 can

Prorrhote tumorigenesis and proliferation(Freeman et al., 2003; Polnaszek et al., 2003;

Warng et al., 2004). Increased FGF signaling through FGFR1 in prostate cancer has also

beern implicated in promoting angiogenesis, increased motility and invasiveness, and

arh cirogen independence (Kwabi-Addo et al., 2004).

Our analysis has revealed that GrB has the intrinsic ability to kill LNCaP prostate

caricer cells in culture. We also show that Grb cleaves FGFR1 upon entering prostate

Carncer cells, and that proteolysis results in the shearing of the extracellular and

transmembrane regions from the intracellular tyrosine kinase domain.

Proteolysis of FGFR1 by Grb in prostate cancer cells results in the shunting of a

Prº-proliferation and pro-survival signal in these cells. Grb prevents efficient

pho Sphorylation of ERK1/2 upon FGF2 stimulation, indicating that GrB can shut off

Proliferation signals while also initiating cell death. Furthermore, the extracellular

°leavage product of FGFR1 can act as a dominant negative by causing prostate cancer

*lls to cease proliferating and die. These results further confirm that disrupting FGFR1
si

- - - - -*■ naling could be an attractive approach in targeting and treating prostate cancer. The

º
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functional repercussions that we have elucidated clearly indicate that proteolysis of

FGFR1 would help the death process by curtailing survival signals. Our results may

suggest that immunotherapy that results in granule exocytosis-induced cell death could be

advantageous in targeting prostate cancer.

Notch1 is often referred to as an arbiter of cell fate because signaling through this

transmembrane receptor during development results in differentiation, proliferation,

and/or survival of many different tissues (Allman et al., 2002). This study has identified

Notch1 to be a substrate of both Grb and caspases, and has confirmed its proteolysis in

*** fro and in cell-based assays. There are several potential caspase and Grb sites within

N Cºtch1, and they align to the same regions on the intracellular side of the receptor

CFigure 4B). To understand the implications of these cleavages, the functional domains

vvitHin the receptor must be outlined.

During Notch1 signaling, ligand binding results in a series of proteolytic events

that release the Notch Intra-Cellular Domain (NICD, Figure 1Di) (Allman et al., 2002).

NICD translocates to the nucleus where it mediates cell fate decisions. NICD interacts

With its many transcriptional co-regulators through its ankryin repeats, RAM domain, and

the C-terminal transcriptional activation domain (Figure 1Di) (Allman et al., 2002).

^lthough the ankryin repeats are required for NICD to interact with its known partners,

the RAM domain's necessity, however, is co-regulator specific. NICD can inactivate

transcription by inhibiting the activator AP-1, and the RAM domain is absolutely critical

for binding (Chu et al., 2002). AP-1 activation sites are found in the promoters of many

*munomodulatory and apoptosis-related genes, including Fas and Fasl (Kasibhatla et

al., 1 998). Cleavage of Notch1 by GrB or caspases could relieve transcriptional

*:
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repression and allow for increased amplification of pro-apoptotic signals within the target

cell.

Grb proteolysis could result in the complete abrogation of Notch1 function in

certain situations. Rather than the generation of a modified NICD lacking the RAM

domain, Grb proteolysis may lead to Subsequent degradation of the receptor, since a

cleavage product was not always detectable. NICD can be subjected to ubiquitination

and proteosomal degradation (Wu et al., 2001), and cleavage by Grb and/or caspases

cCuld result in the same fate. Furthermore, Grb and caspases may effectively destroy

N.C. tch1 themselves, since there are multiple potential Grb and caspase cleavage sites

vvitH in NICD (Figure 4B).

Notch1 has been given a role in protecting against activation-induced cell death

(AICD) of activated T-lymphocytes, by binding to and inhibiting the orphan nuclear

horrmone receptor family member Nur?7 (Jehn et al., 1999). Nur?7 is thought to promote

AICD through its transcriptional activation (Liu et al., 1994; Woronicz et al., 1994).

Nur 77 may also induce apoptosis by leaving the nucleus, translocating to the

mitochondria and stimulating cytochrome c release (Li et al., 2000). Accordingly, NICD

binding to Nur?7 inhibits its re-localization (Lee et al., 2002). GrB and/or caspase

Proteolysis of Notch1 within an activated T-lymphocyte could free Nur'77 to fulfill its

P*S*-apoptotic functions. GrB and granule exocytosis are thought to have a role in

*diating lymphocyte homeostasis (Gorak-Stolinska et al., 2001; Opferman et al., 2001).

Indeed, humans with genetic perforin defects develop the lymphoproliferative disease

familial hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (FHL) in infancy or early childhood

(Russell and Ley, 2002). Future studies beyond the scope of this paper are necessary to
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ascertain the significance of Notch1 proteolysis by Grb and caspases, but outlined above

are certainly provocative Scenarios in which Notch1 signal disruption could potentiate the

ability of a CTL or NK-cell to kill its target.

Six of the prospective Grb substrates identified in this study can be classified

vvith other known Grb substrates. GrB activates pro-death pathways within the cell by

proteolyzing the caspases, ICAD, and Bid, all of which can also be caspase targets

CRussell and Ley, 2002). Similarly, cAbl is a known caspase substrate that has pro

ap G ptotic activity upon proteolysis (Machuy et al., 2004). Grb also targets substrates

involved in cellular homeostasis and integrity, such as cytoskeletal components (Adrain

et al-, 2006; Browne et al., 2000), many nuclear proteins and parts of the transcription and

trar islation machinery (Casciola-Rosen et al., 1999). Four of the cDNAs identified,

h rh RNPH', PABP, intersectin-1 and Brl40, are similar to GrB substrates in this category

(E. redemeyer et al., 2004; Casciola-Rosen et al., 1999). Grb can proteolyze DNA

darrhage responsive proteins such as PARP and the DNA-dependent protein kinase.

Hsp70, another kind of stress-induced protein, was identified and shown to be a substrate

of granzyme B in vitro. Hsp70 is an intriguing target given its anti-apoptotic roles in

Preventing apoptosome formation (Beere et al., 2000) and in blocking AIF nuclear

*Cumulation (Ruchalski et al., 2006).

Notch 1 and FGFR1 do not fit into previously identified categories of Grb

substrates. Both receptors actively transmit signals from the extracellular environment,

and their proteolysis could guarantee the death of a target cell by isolating it from outside

*Yival cues. Here we have presented evidence of how GrB proteolysis of FGFR1 has

*tuationally significant” consequences in prostate cancer cells. Because different tumor
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cells take on a variety of immune evasion approaches, cytotoxic cells should be equipped

to induce cell death by redundant pathways. The identification of Notch1 and FGFR1 as

substrates of Grb shows that this protease not only turns on pro-death pathways but also

shuts down pro-proliferative signals to further “tip the balance” towards apoptosis.
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Table 2-1

Substrate Putative cleavage
Identified site(s)

P4-P3-P2-P1 ~ P1’-P2’

GrB optimal I/V EPD SG
Substrate

Hsp70 INPD366 EA
FGFR1 VSAD432 SS
Notch1 VLPD 1834 LD

VDAD1871 CM
VISD1914 FI
VSAD1973 AQ
VLLD2083 HF

cAbl VASD36 FE
hnRNP H” VEMD94 WV

IGPD324 GR
PABP LEID589 NS
Br 140 VEVD 102 LH

Intersectin 1 IDQD271 GK
Lamin B VEVD231 SG*

Pro-caspase 3 IETD175 SG**
PARP VDPD535 SG***
Bid IEAD75 SE****

*(Zhang et al., 2001), **(Darmon et al., 1995; Martin et
al., 1996), ***(Froelich et al., 1996), ****(Barry et al.,
2000)
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igure 2-1: Proteolysis of new Grb substrates in vitro. A, Identification by *

autoradiography of positive cDNA sub-pool #5. B. i., Schematic of Hsp70 y

protein indicating the possible Grb cleavage site at D366, and ii., in vitro

cleavage of purified recombinant Hsp70 by Grb. C, i., schematic of FGFR1 .
* - - -

with three extracellular Ig-C2-like loops for ligand binding, the

transmembrane (TM) region, and the tyrosine kinase domain (Y-kinase).

The prospective Grb cleavage site is at D432. Numbers indicate residue ■ ºn,

position. ii., FGFR1-intracellular (FGFR1ic). iii., autoradiograph showing at- * -

proteolysis of in vitro transcribed and translated, 35S-Met labeled, FGFR1ic :

incubated with or without Grb. D, i., domains of the Notch1 receptor. º
Please see the text for descriptions. Notchl-EC, Notch1 extracellular : *-*.

-* |
polypeptide; NLS, nuclear localization sequence; TAD, transactivation -: >

domain; RAM, RAM domain. ii., schematic of Notch1-intracellular sº

(Notch1-ic). Autoradiograph, iii., depicting proteolysis of in vitro º |
transcribed and translated, 35S-Met labeled, Notch1-ic upon incubation with is
GrB. Arrowheads indicate major proteolytic products and astericks indicate ->
minor products.
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Figure 2-2: Proteolysis of Grb substrates in K562 lysates. K562 cell lysates were

incubated with or without 50nM GrB in the presence or absence of 20puM GI

and/or 50puM CI. Aliquots were removed and lysed at the indicated times.

Samples were separated by SDS-PAGE and subjected to immunoblotting

(IB) with primary antibodies specific for the indicated Grb substrates.
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Figure 2-3: Proteolysis of Grb substrates during NK-cell mediated cytotoxicity. NK-92

(E) cells were added to K562 targets (T) at an E:T of either 2:1 or 4:1 and

incubated from 1-6h. Immunoblots show N” during cell killing in the

presence or absence of 209 M GI, A, and in the presence of CI+/- GI, B.

NK-92s incubated alone at the indicated concentrations are in lanes marked

2:0 or 4:0. K562 targets incubated alone are shown in lanes marked 0:1. C,

Immunoblot showing FGFR1 during cell killing +/- 509 MCI. D,

Immunoblot showing proteolysis of PARP during cell killing +/-CI and +/-

GI.
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Figure 2-4: Notch1 is also a caspase substrate, while FGFR1 is unique to Grb. A,

-

Immunoblots to each prospective substrate after Jurkats were treated with

CH-11 antibody. B, Prospective caspase and Grb cleavage sites align to the

same regions within Notch1. Schematic, top, and primary amino acid

sequence from residues 1755-2100, bottom, indicating the location of

possible caspase (blue) and Grb (red) cleavage sites. The green oval

represents the RAM domain and the underlined regions are the ankryin

repeats. The caspase site GEVD overlaps with the Grb site VDAD-CM.
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Figure 2–5: Grb can kill LNCaP prostate cancer cells and concurrently cleaves FGFR1.

Grb at 75nM was delivered into LNCaPs with BP. A, B, Aliquots were

removed over time, lysed, and analyzed by immunoblotting to FGFR1, A,

and PARP, B. C., LNCaPs treated with BP alone (grey) or 75nm GrB-BP

(black) for 6h were stained with Annexin V-FITC (FL-1) and subjected to

flow cytometry. The percentage of cells gated as Annexin V+ is indicated

beside each trace.
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Figure 2-6: Grb proteolysis of FGFR1 has functionally relevant consequences. A,

FGFR1 constructs expressed in experiments in B-E. B., Proteolysis of FGFR1

by Grb occurs at D432. Anti-myc immunoblots showing expression and

cleavage of FGFR1-VSAD in LNCaPs upon Grb-BP treatment 36h post

transfection. The middle panel also shows that Grb does not cleave FGFR1

VSAN expressed in LNCaPs. In the bottom panels, cells 36h post

transfection were treated with FGF2 and the overexpressed receptors were

immunoprecipitated with an anti-myc antibody and assessed for
º

autophosphorylation. C, Grb prevents efficient ERK stimulation by FGF2. º:

LNCaPS transfected with FGFR1-VSAD were treated with Grb-BP and then :
stimulated with FGF2. D,E,F, Overexpression of FGFR1-gBEC causes PC3 .

cells to stop growing (E) and die (F). D, Expression of FGFR1-gBEC in T.
PC3s 24h post transfection. E, Absorbance at 490nm after an MTS

º

proliferation reagent was added to cells expressing the indicated constructs. º:
F, Percentage of dead (blue) and live (cream) PC3s expressing FGFR1gBEC ...”
or FGFR1-VSAD determined by trypan blue staining. Error bars in both E

and F represent one standard deviation above and below the mean of at least

three independent experiments. *ps 0.0001, **p-0.004
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Figure 2-S1: Quantification by densitometry of GrB proteolysis of FGFR1, Notch1, and

PARP further show that FGFR1 and Notch1 are caspase-independent Grb

substrates in cell-based assays. K562 cell lysates or K562 cells were treated

with Grb or NK-92 cells, respectively, as described for Figures 2 and 3.

Western blots were subjected to densitometry analysis on an Alpha Innotech

Multilmage Light cabinet using Alpha Imager 2000 software. The

intensities were normalized either to the zero hour (lysates) or target cells

alone (cell killing, 0:1), and the data is presented as the percent normalized

mean intensity of the full-length protein over time. Error bars indicate plus

and minus one standard deviation around the mean. Dark gray bars indicate

addition of Grb or untreated NK-92 cells. Light gray bars represent the

addition of CI, and white bars indicate the addition of GI.
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Chapter Three: Tipping the Balance II: HIP is a pro-survival substrate of

granzyme B.

Several members of the chaperone and co-chaperone family were identified as

potential granzyme B substrates in a candidate-based approach based on an earlier

finding that Hsp70 could be a granzyme B substrate. The proteins Hsp90, Bag! L,

and the Hsc/Hsp70 Interacting Protein, Hip were validated as granzyme B

substrates in vitro. Hip was shown to be a substrate of granzyme B in cell-based

assays independently of caspases. In fact, Hip is a substrate unique to granzyme B

and is not cleaved upon caspase activation of the anti-Fas stimulated human T cell

line Jurkat. Hip is proteolyzed at two distinct aspartic acids, separating Hip’s

oligomerization domain from its Hsc/Hsp70 interacting regions. As much is not

understood about Hip's biological function, its proteolysis by granzyme B was used

as a basis to test whether it has anti-apoptotic activity. Knocking down Hip within

the K562 chronic myelogenous leukemia cell line rendered the cells more susceptible

to natural killer cell-mediated lysis, indicating that Grb’s proteolysis of Hip

contributes to death induction. This effect was caspase-independent, and studies are

underway to uncover the mechanism of Hip's anti-apoptotic function. In this way,

substrate identification can lead to defining new roles for not only the protease but

also the substrate.
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Heat shock proteins (Hsps) are a family of ubiquitous and highly conserved

chaperone proteins that are expressed in response to environmental, physical, and

chemical stresses, including heat shock, oxidative free radicals, chemotherapeutic agents,

nutrient withdrawal, and irradiation (Beere, 2004; Parcellier et al., 2003). Hsps limit the

extent of the damage and facilitate cellular recovery. Conversely, apoptosis is a

mechanism that removes damaged or unwanted cells. Both of these opposing

mechanisms are so well conserved that it is likely the two evolved together. It is not

Surprising, then, that components of these two pathways are increasingly found to oppose

each other at the molecular level.

Hsps are primarily chaperone proteins that serve a maintenance function in the

cell, helping to fold newly synthesized peptides. Hsps are able to prevent aggregation

and to stimulate protein refolding and renaturation of proteins that have misfolded under

stress. Hsps may also serve a broader “triage” role (Parcellier et al., 2003) through

interactions with components of the ubiquitin ligase and proteosome degradation

pathway. Hsps are broadly characterized by their sizes, into the Hsp27, Hsp60, Hsp70,

Hsp90, and Hsp100 families. The C-terminal EEVD motif in all chaperones mediates

their peptide-binding capacity. In addition, all chaperones except the Hsp27 family

contain an N-terminal ATPase domain that is required for their chaperone activity (Beere,

2004).

Many Hsps have been shown to directly interfere with components of the

apoptotic machinery from both intrinsic and extrinsic inducers, and this inhibition is

Sometimes, but not always, dependent on chaperone activity. Therefore, Hsps may have

additional ways of promoting the survival of a stressed cell. Hsp70 can have anti

:
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apoptotic functions by sequestering various components of pro-apoptotic protein

complexes, such as Apaf-1 (Beere et al., 2000) and apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF)

(Ruchalski et al., 2006). Hsp90 can also inhibit apoptosome formation (Beere, 2004).

Hsp27 can prevent apoptosome formation by sequestering cytochrome c (Bruey et al.,

2000). Hsps can also inhibit extrinsic apoptotic pathways, interfering with caspase 8

activation after the ligation of a death receptor and death ligand, and also by blocking

downstream pro-apoptotic signal transduction events such as JNK phosphorylation

(Beere, 2004).

Hsp70 (Chapter 2, (Loeb et al., 2006)) and the cochaperone protein Hop

(Bredemeyer et al., 2004) have been identified as substrates of the cytotoxic lymphocyte

granule serine protease granzyme B. Cytotoxic Lymphocytes (CLs), including cytotoxic

T lymphocytes (CTLs) and natural killer (NK) cells induce the death of virally-infected

or tumor cell targets primarily by releasing the granzymes through granule exocytosis and

directing them into the cytoplasm of the target cells with the assistance of perforin

(Russell and Ley, 2002). Upon entering the cytoplasm of a target cell, granzyme B

induces apoptosis either by cleaving substrates to activate the pro-apoptotic activities of

caspases and Bid or by proteolyzing substrates that turn off their pro-survival and pro

growth functions. Granzyme B is known to cleave other pro-survival, stress-response

proteins such as PARP and DNA Protein Kinase C (Andrade et al., 1998). Given how

much is known about the interactions between the opposing Hsp stress-response pathway

and apoptosis, it is not surprising that granzyme B may also target Hsps to ensure the

death of the target cell.
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To identify additional stress-response substrates of granzyme B, members of the

chaperone family of proteins were chosen as candidates. Hsp90, the Bcl-2-associated

athano gene-1 (Bag-1) and the Hsc/Hsp70 Interacting Protein (Hip) were found to be

Substrates of granzyme B. We show here these proteolytic events as well as how

cleavage of Hip is important to NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Reagents- The caspase inhibitor ZDEVD-FMK was purchased from Alexis Biochemicals.

The caspase inhibitor zVAD-FMK was purchased from EMD Biosciences and Alexis

Biochemicals. When present, both caspase inhibitors were used in equimolar amounts

and are designated as CI. Antibodies to PARP were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology

(catalog name H-250) or from Cell Signaling Technologies. The antibody to the p48

Hsc/Hsp70 Interacting Protein, Hip, was from Affinity BioFeagents. The anti-Bagl

antibody was from Stressgen. The anti-Hsp90 antibody (recognizing both Hsp66 and

Hsp84 isoforms) was from Cell Signaling. Human Grb was a generous gift from either

Dr. Nancy Thornberry (Merck) or Dr. Sandra Waugh Ruggles (Catalyst Biosciences.)

The Small molecule Grb inhibitor L-038597 (GI) was developed as described in

(Willoughby et al., 2002) and was a generous gift from Dr. Nancy Thornberry (Merck).

Purified recombinant Hip (spp767) and purified Hsp90 (spp-770) proteins were from

Stressgen.

Cell lines and culture- All cell lines are available from the American Type Culture

Collection (ATCC.) K562 chronic myelogenous leukemia and Jurkat T-cell leukemia

:
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cell lines were all propagated in RPMI-1640 media containing 10% fetal bovine serum

and penicillin/streptomycin. NK-92 human natural killer cells were cultured in RPMI

1640 containing 10% FBS, 10% FCS, glutamine, non-essential amino acids, sodium

pyruvate, 3-mercaptoethanol, penicillin and streptomycin, and 100 units/mL IL-2. All

cells and transfectants were maintained in a humidified 37°C, 5% CO2 incubator.

Plasmid Construction- All inserts were ligated into the Invitrogen mammalian expression

vector pcDNA 3.1 myc/HisX6 that contains a neomycin resistance gene. Each

overexpressed protein, therefore, was C-terminally myc and His X6 tagged. Human Hip

was cloned by RT-PCR from mRNA prepared from K562 cells by using the RNeasy

Mini Kit and Omniscript reverse transcriptase (both from Qiagen), Pfc DNA polymerase,

and the primers 5’GCC GAA TTC CGCTTG ACC TCC3’ (reverse) and 5°CACAAG

CTT ATG GAC CCC CGC AAA GTG3’ (forward). The RT-PCR product was cloned

into Invitrogen’s TOPOTA cloning kit as an intermediate step for blue/white screening

and was then sequenced. Positive clones were then excised by HindIII and EcoRI

digestion and ligated into the pcDNA 3.1 myc/HisK6 vector for mammalian expression.

The uncleavable mutant Hip-DDNN was cloned using Stratagene’s QuikChange

Mutagenesis kit first by synthesizing and confirming the D92N single mutant and then

subjecting this clone to a second round to make the D180N mutation. The mutagenesis

primers used were the following and their respective complements: 5’GAA GGT GTG

ATT GAA CCA AAC ACT GAT GCT CCT CAA GA3’ (D92N) and 5°GCC ATT GAA

ATA AAT CCG AATTCA GCT CAG CCTTAC AAG TGG3’ (D180N).

º
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Proteolysis of chaperones in vitro - Purified Hip or Hsp90 protein at 45 ug/ml was

incubated at 37°C with 50 nM human GrB in Grb activity buffer containing 50mM Na

HEPES pH 8, 100 mM NaCl, and 0.01% Tween-20. Aliquots of 15 pil containing 670 ng

of either Hip or Hsp90 were taken at specific intervals and were mixed with sample

loading buffer. Samples were loaded onto 4-20% Tris-Glycine gels and separated by

SDS-PAGE. Separated proteins were visualized by Coomassie blue staining.

Lysis and Immunoblotting - Cytoplasmic lysates to be treated with Grb were generated

by resuspending cells at 1 x 10" cells/ml in 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl and 1%

NP-40 (Lysis Buffer). Aliquots from cell killing or Fas stimulation experiments

described below were lysed in Lysis Buffer including the Complete Protease Inhibitor

Cocktail tablets from Roche (Lysis Buffer +PI) in order to stop proteolysis. After

incubating on ice for 30 min, lysates were spun at 10,000 rpm in a microcentrifuge for 10

min at 4°C to remove the insoluble fraction. Protein concentrations were determined with

the BCA Protein Assay Reagent (Pierce), and equal amounts of total protein from each

sample were separated by SDS-PAGE. Proteins were then transferred to nitrocellulose or

PVDF membranes and blocked in Tris-buffered saline with Tween-20 (TBST) containing

5% milk or 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA), as per the antibody manufacturer's

instructions. Membranes were then incubated with substrate-specific antibodies, washed

and incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies. Immunoblots were developed

on film with the ECL or ECL Plus detection systems. The locations of pre-stained

protein markers were traced by overlaying the film onto the membrane. Immunoblots

presented are representative of at least three independent experiments.

.
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Confirming proteolysis in cell lysates - K562 cytoplasmic extracts were generated in the

absence or presence of 50 u/■ CI in Lysis Buffer. The lysate was incubated with 50nM

human Grb in the absence or presence of 20 puMGI and aliquots were removed from 1-6

h. Samples were then subjected to SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting.

NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity – The human cell line NK-92 effectors (E) and K562

targets (T) were collected, counted, and mixed at varying E:T ratios as in (Mahrus and

Craik, 2005), with 2x10 K562 cells in 24-well plates. For analysis of proteolysis by

immunoblotting, killing was stopped at intervals from 1-6 h by collecting and lysing in

Lysis Buffer-PI. For analysis by flow cytometry, cells were mixed as described in

(Mahrus and Craik, 2005). Briefly, 20,000 K562 cells were mixed with 20,000-80,000

NK-92 effectors in a total volume of 50 pul media in FACS tubes. Prior to mixing, cells

were pre-incubated for at least one hour in 50 um CI; CI concentration was kept constant

throughout the experiment. Cells were incubated for 1-6 hours at 37°C and PBS was

added to 475 ul to stop the experiment. Cells were stained with 20 ul of an APC

conjugated anti-CD56 antibody (BD Pharmingen) and 5 ul of propidium iodide

(BioVision) and incubated in the dark at room temperature for 30 minutes according to

the manufacturers’ instructions. Samples were then transferred to ice, kept in the dark,

and analyzed on a FACSCalibur according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Dead

target cells were counted as the population of PI-F, CD56 cells, excluding cellular debri.

Analysis was conducted with FlowJo v.6.4.1 software. Excel software was used for

Statistical analysis.

.
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Activation of caspase-mediated apoptosis in Jurkat T-cell leukemia cells – Jurkat cells

were plated in a 96-well plate at 4x10 cells well in 200 ul of RPMI-1640 media

containing 2% serum. Cells were stimulated with 200 ng/ml anti-Fas antibody CH-11

(Upstate) and incubated from 2-6 h. At the indicated time intervals, aliquots were lysed

in Lysis Buffer +PI.

Stable transfectant generation- All transfections were executed using Amaxa's

elecroporator system and the Nucleofector Solution V, program T-16, according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. For generation of stable cell lines expressing myc-tagged

cleavable Hip and uncleavable Hip-DDNN proteins, 1 million K562 cells were

transfected with 2 ug of plasmid DNA encoding either protein. At 48h post transfection,

cells were plated in ClonaCell-TCS (Stem Cell Technologies) methylcellulose-based

media containing 1.2-1.7 mg/ml G418 according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Colonies were allowed to form for up to two weeks and were then selected and expanded

in culture media containing 1.5 mg/ml G418. Clones expressing the constructs were

maintained, expanded, weaned off of G418, and periodically checked for expression of

the desired Hip protein.

siRNA knock-down of Hip- All transfections were generated by using the Amaxa

electroporation instrument and solution kits as described above. The siRNA duplex that

induced optimal knock-down and was used throughout was the #13835 siRNA purchased

from Ambion. On the day of the transfection, 1 million K562 cells were transfected with

:
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3 ug of siRNA according to Amaxa's instructions. Transfected cells were maintained in

12-well plates at a maximum concentration of 500,000 cells/ml for up to 6 days post

transfection. Transfectants were then either used for lysis and immunoblotting or for cell

killing experiments, both described above.

RESULTS

Several members of the chaperone family are proteolyzed by granzyme B in vitro

Recently, two chaperone family members have been shown to be granzyme B

(Grb) substrates: Hsp70 (Loeb et al 2006/Chapter 2) and the Hsp70 Organizing Protein,

Hop (Bredemeyer et al., 2004). Other chaperone proteins were therefore investigated for

their ability to be proteolyzed by granzyme B, including Hsp90, the Hsc/Hsp70

Interacting Protein, Hip, and Bag-1. As a first-pass approach to determining if a

particular chaperone family member could be a prospective granzyme B substrate, the

amino acid sequence was scanned for putative granzyme B cleavage sites. Granzyme B

has an absolute requirement to cleave C-terminal to aspartic acid residues due to Arg226

in its S1 pocket (Rotonda et al., 2001; Waugh et al., 2000). Moreover, because granzyme

B’s extended substrate specificity has been defined (Harris et al., 1998), a substrate’s

amino acid sequence can be scanned to predict cleavage sites. Granzyme B’s optimal

substrate has the sequence I/V-E-P-D, but specificity profiling data indicates that Grb's

preference for Ile or Val at P4 is of critical importance, but that its preference at P3 and

P2 is much more broad (Harris et al., 1998; Thornberry et al., 1997). As shown in Table

3-1, many chaperone family proteins have prospective Grb cleavage sites.

;
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To first test if these proteins could be Grb substrates, purified recombinant Hsp90

and Hip were incubated with human granzyme B from one to six hours (Figure 3-1).

Aliquots were removed at the indicated times, separated by SDS-PAGE, and visualized

by Coomassie blue staining. As shown in Figure 3-1, both Hsp90 and Hip are

proteolyzed by GrB in vitro.

In order to better analyze the proteolytic products generated after Grb treatment,

the sizes of the bands were compared with the location of the predicted Grb cleavage

sites within each substrate (Figure 3-1). Hip, which is approximately 48kDa, has two

potential cleavage sites, at IEPD92-TD and at INPD180-SA (Figure 3-1A). Proteolysis at º

either or both sites would yield products of 12, 13, 25, and/or 35kDa. The banding
º

ºpattern by one hour showed one band at 25kDa and two at approximately 12-13kDa,

fºindicating that GrB cleaves Hip at both prospective cleavage sites. The bands at

approximately 35kDa and 13kDa in the initial “t=0” time point may, in fact, be the

cleavage products from an extremely rapid proteolysis at IEPD-TD immediately upon º:
3.

GrB addition. ;Both isoforms of Hsp90, Hsp66 (alpha) and Hsp64 (beta, schematic shown in

Figure 3-1B), have several predicted Grb cleavage sites. An alignment of the two

isoforms shows that each cleavage site is present in both isoforms of Hsp90 (Table 3-1).

Consistent with the many predicted cleavage sites, purified Hsp90 is proteolyzed at

multiple sites by GrB in vitro. The largest proteolytic products, at approximately 80 kDa

and 72 kDa, are consistent with cleavage at IDED692-EV (red arrowhead) and INPD630

PI (orange arrowhead), respectively. The other smaller proteolytic products can be

generated by cleavage of Hsp90 at the other sites (green through grey arrowheads).
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Proteolysis was next tested by adding Grb to cell lysates. When cells are killed

by cytotoxic lymphocytes, Grb enters the cytoplasm of target cells with the assistance of

perforin, a pore-forming protein, and cleaves many intracellular substrates to enact cell

death. Aliquots were removed at times up to six hours, and Samples were separated by

SDS-PAGE and analyzed by immunoblotting to the prospective chaperone substrates. In

Figure 3-2, it can be seen that Hip, Hsp90, and Bagl are all proteolyzed upon incubation

with Grb. Proteolysis of Hsp90 (Figure 3-2A) in K562 cell lysates generates an

approximately 75 kDa band within one hour of incubation with 50 nM GrB, and an

additional 70 kDa product appears within one hour of incubation with 100 nM GrB. This

cleavage product is consistent with proteolysis occurring at D692 or D630. The long

form of the cochaperone Bagl, Bagl-L, also appears to be proteolyzed in the GrB-treated

lysates (Figure 3-2B). Because a cleavage product does not appear, it is possible that

Bag-1L is further degraded upon Grb proteolysis. The short- and middle- forms of Bagl

do not appear to be proteolyzed by Grb. Adding Grb to HEK cell lysates resulted in Hip

cleavage, and the anti-Hip antibody used recognized both of the major proteolytic

products, at 35 kDa and 24 kDa (Figure 3-2C). These sizes indicate that Grb proteolyzed

Hip at both of the predicted aspartic acids.

Hip is a caspase-independent substrate of Grb in cell-based assays

We chose to investigate Hip proteolysis by GrB more thoroughly for two reasons.

First, Hip is known to interact with other chaperones and co-chaperones that have known

anti-apoptotic functions, such as Hsp90 (Beere, 2004) and Bagl (Chen et al., 2002;

Takayama et al., 1995). However, the biological function of Hip itself is not well

;
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understood. Second, the processing of Hip by GrB yields a very clear proteolytic pattern

detected by the anti-Hip antibody that is amenable to further analysis.

Although the in vitro proteolysis of Hip shown in Figure 3-1 indicates that GrB is

able to cleave Hip directly, it is still possible that in cell-based assays Hip proteolysis

may be due to Grb’s caspase activation. Therefore, the caspase inhibitors zVAD-FMK

and ZDEVD-FMK (CI) were added to the K562 cell lysates before Grb treatment. As

Figure 3-3 demonstrates, the presence of caspase inhibitors does not prevent Hip

proteolysis upon Grb incubation. Therefore, proteolysis of Hip by GrB is caspase

independent. In addition, the inclusion of a small molecule specific inhibitor of Grb (GI)

blocks proteolysis of Hip.

Hip proteolysis was next assessed in NK cell-mediated killing of K562 targets

(Figure 3-4). K562 cells do not express Fas or other death receptors and apparantly are

killed by NK-92 effector cells exclusively by the granule exocytosis pathway. K562

target cells (T) were mixed with NK-92 effectors (E) at an E:T ratio of either 4:1 or 2:1 in

the presence or absence of caspase inhibitors and incubated for the indicated times.

Regardless of whether or not CI was present, Hip was proteolyzed during NK-mediated

cell killing, and the 24 kDa product was generated. Proteolysis of PARP, a substrate of

both caspases and Grb, was also assessed to monitor caspase inhibition by CI addition.

In the presence of CI, the 89 kDa caspase proteolytic product of PARP no longer appears,

but PARP is still cleaved into a 55 kDa band by Grb. Therefore, Hip is a caspase

independent substrate during NK cell-mediated killing.

To determine if Hip proteolysis during cell killing was due to GrB and not other

granule components, NK-92 cells were pre-incubated with GI and then mixed with K562

;
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targets, keeping GI present throughout. As shown in Figure 3-4, proteolysis of Hip is

completely blocked in the presence of GI, indicating that Hip proteolysis during NK cell

mediated killing was due to Grb.

Hip is a substrate unique to Grb and is not cleaved by caspases

Although Grb proteolysis of Hip is caspase-independent, it is formally possible

that caspases may also be able to cleave Hip. Therefore, Jurkat cells, which express the

death receptor Fas, were stimulated with the anti-Fas stimulating antibody CH-11. CH

11 acts as a surrogate for FasL and induces apoptosis via the death receptor and death

ligand extrinsic apoptotic pathway, which begins with activation of caspase 8 and results

in activation of the caspase cascade. Jurkat cells were stimulated for the indicated times

with CH-11 and then lysed in lysis buffer containing protease inhibitors and separated by

SDS-PAGE for analysis by immunoblotting. As indicated in Figure 3-5, PARP was

processed to the 89 kDa caspase-generated proteolytic product upon Fas stimulation of

Jurkat cells. However, Hip was not proteolyzed; therefore, Hip is not a substrate of

caspases and is unique to Grb. It appeared that Hip increased in abundance during the

incubation with anti-Fas, which was a phenomenon noticed when FGFR1 was assessed

during Fas-mediated killing of Jurkat cells (Chapter 2), but the significance of this is not

known.

Hip is proteolyzed at both IEPD92 and INPD180

To confirm the sites of Grb proteolysis within Hip, a double mutant (termed Hip

DDNN, Figure 3-6A) was cloned in which both suspected aspartic acids were changed to

f
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asparagines. Site-directed mutagenesis has been used previously to confirm the sites of

proteolysis within several Grb substrates, including Bid, ICAD, alpha-tubulin, and

FGFR1. This mutant Hip is C-terminally myc- and His-tagged, and therefore migrates at

approximately 52 kDa. To more directly compare this mutant Hip with the wild-type

protein, a C-terminally myc- and His-tagged, wild-type cleavable Hip (Hip-myc) was

constructed. Lysates were generated from K562 cells overexpressing either Hip-DDNN

or Hip-cleavable. These lysates were treated with GrB and aliquots were removed from

2-6 hours, mixed with sample buffer, and separated by SDS-PAGE for analysis by

immunoblotting. Blots were probed with an anti-myc antibody to monitor the over

expressed tagged proteins. As shown in Figure 3-6B, Hip-myc was proteolyzed by Grb,

but Hip-DDNN was resistant to proteolysis, consistent with the sites of proteolysis being

the two mutated aspartic acids. Further confirmation of the cleavage sites by N-terminal

sequencing or mass spectrometry of the Grb-treated proteins is underway.

Knocking-down Hip expression sensitizes cells to NK cell-induced cytotoxicity

Hip has been shown to stabilize the ADP-bound, tight-protein binding form of

Hsp70, and Hip may also have its own chaperone activity. However, it is not presently

known if either of those activities would confer a pro-survival or anti-apoptotic function

to Hip during Grb-induced apoptosis or apoptosis induced by other factors. The fact that

GrB targets Hip is a first clue that Hip may have such a biological role.

To test the hypothesis that Hip has an anti-apoptotic function, siRNA specific to

Hip mRNA was used to knock-down Hip expression in K562 cells (Hip cells). As

Figure 3-7A demonstrates, the transient transfection strategy employed resulted in almost

º
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complete knock-down of Hip protein levels by 72 h post-transfection. The knock-down

of Hip protein was maintained through 6 days (144 h) post transfection.

Hip or wild-type target K562 cells were mixed with NK-92 effectors at E:T ratios

from 1:1 to 4:1 and incubated at 37°C for up to 6 hours. Prior to mixing, all cell

populations were pre-incubated with caspase inhibitors, which were also kept at constant

concentrations throughout the experiment. Cells were then assessed by flow cytometry

using propidium iodide as a marker for cell death. An anti-CD56 antibody was employed

to exclude the NK cells from analysis. Lysis was chosen as a parameter for monitoring

NK-induced cytotoxicity because Grb has been shown to be the major effector of NK

cell-mediated cell lysis (Mahrus and Craik, 2005).

As shown in Figure 3-7B, Hip cells were more sensitive to NK cell-induced lysis,

as they consistently demonstrated more PI+ cells at each E:T ratio. The difference in PI-F

staining between wild-type K562 cells and Hip cells appeared to be greater at lower E:T

ratios, indicating that higher levels of NK cells were sufficient to compensate for the

effects of Hip removal. However, the fact that at all time points and at E:T ratios the Hip

cells were more sensitive to NK cell-mediated lysis indicates that the effect is real. The

greater sensitivity of Hip cells to NK-induced lysis demonstrates that Hip can have pro

survival functions and indicates that Grb's proteolysis of Hip is important to the

efficiency of death induction.

These results also suggest that the contribution that Hip makes in protecting cells

from NK cell-induced cytotoxicity is minor. One explanation for the small difference

between the control and Hip-deficient cell types is that at least a portion of Hip in the

control cells is proteolyzed by Grb so is likely no longer able to exert its anti-apoptotic
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function. If Hip function is truly anti-apoptotic, and if Grb can destroy this function by

proteolyzing Hip, then overexpressing the uncleavable mutant Hip-DDNN should rescue

Hip cells from their sensitivity. Because endogenous Hip is normally so abundant that

not all of it is processed by Grb (Figures 3-4 and 3-6), K562 targets that over express Hip

to very high levels should also reduce the susceptibility of Hip cells to NK cell-induced

cytotoxicity.

With these hypotheses in mind, K562 cells that stably express either wild-type

myc-tagged Hip (Hip-myc) or the uncleavable Hip-DDNN were constructed. Because

the siRNA used to knock-down Hip expression is complementary to the 3’ untranslated

region of Hip mRNA, it can be used to knock-down endogenous Hip while sparing the

overexpressed Hip-myc or Hip-DDNN. Testing whether expression of Hip-DDNN or

wild-type Hip-myc reduces the sensitivity of Hip cells to NK cell-mediated lysis is

underway.

º

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS º
Granzyme B (Grb) is critical for the efficient killing of virally infected or tumor J.

cell targets by NK cells and CTLs. Because many viruses and cancer cells activate a

variety of immune evasion and anti-apoptotic strategies, cytotoxic cells should be able to

cause cell death by multiple pathways. Indeed, Grb may cut specific pro-survival

proteins to counteract these anti-apoptotic attempts to ensure target cell death. Therefore,

discovering new substrates of granzyme B will give a more complete understanding of

the mechanism of death in target cells attacked by cytotoxic lymphocytes.
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This study has identified and confirmed Hsp90, Bagl and Hip as substrates of

GrB. Hip is cleaved by Grb in vitro and is targeted upon addition of Grb to K562 lysates

and during NK cell-mediated killing. Hip is not cleaved by caspases and is therefore a

substrate unique to Grb. Moreover, consistent with the hypothesis that proteolysis of Hip

is important to Grb’s ability to induce efficient cell death, K562 cells that do not express

Hip are more susceptible to NK cell-mediated, caspase-independent cytotoxicity.

Therefore, Hip is a pro-survival protein that is a substrate of Grb.

Hip is proteolyzed by GrB at two aspartic acids, the significance of which must be

discussed in the context of Hip’s functional domains. Hip contains a homo

oligomerization domain at its N-terminus, three tricopeptide repeats (TPR) in its central

region that are responsible for Hsc/Hsp70 binding, and Hsc70-like and Stil-like

homology regions at its C-terminal (Irmer and Hohfeld, 1997; Prapapanich et al., 1996b).

Hip acts with Hsp70 complexes as either a dimer or a tetramer, so the oligomerization

domain is necessary for Hip function (Velten et al., 2000). It is not yet well understood if

all three TPR repeats are necessary for Hsp70 binding. However, it is clear that

proteolysis of Hip by Grb would result in chopping Hip into two to three pieces that

probably incapacitates its function. Moreover, it’s possible that the extreme N-terminal

proteolytic product, because it contains the oligomerization region, could act as a

dominant negative to titrate away still intact Hip monomers from a functional complex.

Co-immunoprecipitation studies are currently underway to determine if Grb’s cleavage

of Hip results in a Hip that is incapable of binding to Hsp70. However, to form the

interaction between the wild-type proteins requires a fair amount of optimization

revolving around buffers, ADP levels, and the presence of substrate protein; the literature
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indicates that interactions with heat shock proteins are extremely difficult to recapitulate

in vitro. It will be more physiologically relevant to determine the effects of Hip

proteolysis through future cell-based experiments.

Hip was identified as a cochaperone that was involved in the Hsc70/Hsp40

reaction cycle, which helps to fold polypeptide chains (Hohfeld et al., 1995). Hip can

stabilize the ADP-bound state of either the constitutive (Hsc) or induced isoforms of

Hsp70, which is its tight protein-binding state (Nollen et al., 2001). Hip is known to be

part of the chaperone complexes that coordinate the folding of nuclear hormone receptors

such as the glucocorticoid, progesterone, and androgen receptors (Nelson et al., 2004;

Prapapanich et al., 1996a). Hip may also have its own chaperone capabilities (Velten et

al., 2002). Whether or not Hip’s anti-apoptotic/pro-survival function is exerted through

its interaction with Hsc70, Hsp70, or other multi-chaperone complexes, or if it can act on

its own to protect cells from NK cell-mediated death remains to be elucidated.

Hip may exert its anti-apoptotic function through assisting and enabling Hsc and

Hsp70 to carry out their pro-survival functions. Hsp70 has been shown to have a variety

of anti-apoptotic effects by interacting with and preventing the assembly of several

components of the intrinsic apoptotic pathway. Hsp70 prevents apoptosome formation

and ensuing caspase-9 activation by sequestering Apaf-1 from binding to pro-caspase-9

(Beere et al., 2000; Saleh et al., 2000). Hsp70 can also prevent the nuclear translocation

of AIF, a nuclease that can cause DNA damage upon leaving the mitochondria and

traveling to the nucleus (Ruchalski et al., 2006).

It has not been shown definitively whether Hsc/Hsp70 can mediate these anti

apoptotic interactions during the course of Grb-induced apoptosis, but Hsp70 is
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overexpressed in many tumor cells and the target cell line used in this study, K562

(Nimmanapalli et al., 2002). Although it is possible that Grb can cleave Hsp70 directly,

perhaps there is a reason the enzyme appears to proteolyze its cochaperones Bagl and

Hip as well. Hsp70 that is exposed on the cell surface in certain cancer cells can act as a

GrB receptor (Gross et al., 2003). Perhaps modulating Hsp70’s activity by proteolyzing

its co-chaperones is a more effective strategy if Grb uses Hsp70 to induce cell death.

If Hip has an anti-apoptotic role that blocks the events downstream of

mitochondrial damage induced by GrB, then Hip cells should also be more susceptible to

other intrinsic-pathway apoptosis inducers. In fact, Hsp70 expression has been shown to

protect K562 cells from etoposide-induced apoptosis, so that a fairly high drug

concentration was required to induce apoptosis in a 24h period (Guo et al., 2005).

However, our initial experiments have indicated that Hip K562 cells are no more

sensitive to etoposide than their wild-type counterparts (data not shown). Therefore, Hip

does not seem to be involved in the protective effect exerted by Hsp70 with regards to

etoposide. This could be a clue that Hip’s anti-apoptotic role is actually upstream of or

separate from mitochondrial damage, and may actually be affecting aspects of Grb

induced apoptosis that mimic the extrinsic apoptotic pathway.

The extrinsic apoptotic pathway typically is induced by the interaction of a TNF

family death receptor with its death ligand, such as Fas and Fasl, TNFR and TNF or

TRAILR and TRAIL. However, as K562 target cells do not express these death

receptors, the Hip K562 cells were more sensitive to NK cell-mediated, granule

exocytosis-induced cytotoxicity. Grb mimics the extrinsic apoptotic pathway in two

ways: Grb can process and activate caspase-8 as well as other caspases (3, 10), and can
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also directly proteolyze the caspase substrate Bid, a BH3-only domain protein that

translocates to the mitochondria upon cleavage by caspases-8 or 3 and induces

mitochondrial damage (Barry et al., 2000). If Hip has a protective effect against the

extrinsic apoptotic pathway, then knocking-down Hip in Jurkat cells should sensitize

them to anti-Fas-induced apoptosis.

Hsp70 and other heat shock proteins can counteract aspects of the extrinsic

apoptotic pathway that are used by Grb, including events downstream of the initial death

receptor and death ligand interaction (Beere, 2004). Hsp70 has been shown to inhibit Bid

processing, and Hsp27 can inhibit translocation of cleaved Bid to the mitochondria.

Hsp70 may also have anti-apoptotic effects downstream of caspase-3 activation.

In order for Hip’s anti-apoptotic function to be through assisting Hsp70 in its pro

survival roles, these effects of Hsp70 should be dependent on its chaperone and ATPase

function, so that Hip and other co-chaperones like Bagl might be involved. However, it

is unclear if any of these above-mentioned anti-apoptotic effects of Hsp70 rely on co

chaperone function. In particular, Hsp70’s modulation of Bid activity was shown to be

independent of its EEVD motif, which is required for its chaperone function.

Hsp70, in concert with Hsp40, has been implicated in preventing Bax from

translocating to and accumulating in the mitochondria, and this effect is dependent on

both Hsp70’s ATPase and chaperone activities (Stankiewicz et al., 2005). Bax is a pro

apoptotic Bcl2 family member. When Bax multimerizes in the mitochondrial membrane,

it induces mitochondrial membrane depolarization, outer membrane permeabilization

(MOMP), and the release of pro-apoptotic factors such as cytochrome c, AIF, Htra 2/Omi

and Smac/Diablo (Beere, 2005). GrB-induced apoptosis involves Bax, or the related pro
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apoptotic Bak, because Grb-cleaved Bid travels to the mitochondria and interacts with

Bax or Bak to cause mitochondrial damage (Waterhouse et al., 2005). It is not known if

other co-chaperones, like Hip or Bagl, are involved in the prevention of Bax

accumulation, but it may represent one way in which Hip could have a pro-survival

effect.

It cannot be ruled out, however, that Hip has a still as-yet unidentified anti

apoptotic activity that it can mediate autonomously without a heat-shock protein. Hip is

postulated to have its own chaperone activity in its C-terminal region. Hip may protect,

with or without Hsp70, against other aspects of GrB-induced cell death. Hip might also

be involved in the lysosomal or proteosomal protein degradative pathways that can play

roles in cell death (Friedman and Xue, 2004; Jaattela, 2004). The sensitization of Hip

K562 cells was detected in the presence of caspase inhibitors, indicating that Hip exerts a

protective effect against a caspase-independent pathway. It is possible that Hip actually

protects against another form of granule-induced cytotoxicity, such as that mediated by

another granzyme or by granulysin (see Chapter 1). It is possible that Grb’s proteolysis

of Hip paves the way for the other granule components to exert their cytotoxic effect.

If nothing else, if Hip’s pro-survival function is specific to Grb-induced death, it

may act Solely as a proteolytic sink. Hip has two Grb cleavage sites and may, in effect,

distract the protease from cleaving more important substrates, thereby acting as a sensor

to ensure that a threshold level of Grb is surpassed. RasGAP has recently been shown to

be a sensor for caspase proteolysis, first being proteolyzed by caspases to reveal an anti

apoptotic protein that is then further proteolyzed by increased caspase concentration to

remove this anti-apoptotic effect (Yang et al., 2005). Finally, Hip might exert its
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protective effect against NK cell-mediated and Grb-mediated cell death in a pathway that

has not yet been identified. Clearly, elucidating the mechanism of Hip's anti-apoptotic

function will contribute greatly to the understanding of Grb-induced cell death.

To that end, several experiments are underway to further characterize the

protective effect Hip has during NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity. We’d like to determine if

Hip cells exhibit increased sensitivity to NK cell-induced cytotoxicity when measured by

other cell death parameters, such phosphatidyl serine exposure or mitochondrial

depolarization. We want to better characterize these Hip cells and to determine if their

greater sensitivity is specific to lysis (as measured by propidium iodide staining) or can

be generalized to include other hallmarks of target cell death. If Hip has a protective

effect that prevents mitochondrial depolarization, Hip cells should be more sensitive to

stains that detect mitochondrial damage. This characterization will help to pinpoint

which apoptotic pathway Hip protects against.

Another experiment underway, as described in the Results section, is to determine

if overexpression of the uncleavable Hip-DDNN mutant can rescue Hip cells from their

increased susceptibility to NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity. We were able to knock-down

endogenous Hip expression in K562 cells that stably express myc-tagged Hip constructs

because the siRNA is complementary to the 3' untranslated region of the Hip mRNA. A

particular stable clone may not express Hip-DDNN or wt-Hip-myc to sufficient levels,

however, to rescue the sensitivity induced by the knockdown of the endogenous Hip.

Endogenous Hip appears to be particularly abundant, so it is unclear whether any of the

stable clones generated will express high enough amounts of the myc-tagged Hip proteins

to completely counteract the effects of the knockdown. As can be seen in Figure 3-6, the
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stable transfectant expressing wt-Hip-myc produced much more of this protein than did

the stable transfectant expressing Hip-DDNN. The clones represented in Figure 3-6 are

the highest expressing clones that were generated. It is possible then, that the wt-Hip

myc, although able to be cleaved by Grb, will actually be abundant enough to counteract

the knock-down. Therefore, K562 cells that stably express wt-Hip-myc and that have

been knocked-down for endogenous Hip are also being tested for sensitivity to NK cell

induced cytotoxicity. Similarly, over-expression of the N-terminal proteolytic product of

hip, IEPD-Hip-myc, should not rescue the sensitivity of K562 cells that have been

knocked-down for endogenous Hip expression.

In this study, we took a candidate-based approach to identifying Grb substrates,

and found that Grb can target a family of chaperone proteins to facilitate the induction of

target cell apoptosis. Hsp90 and Bagl are both known to have stress-responsive and anti

apoptotic functions, so their proteolysis by Grb may inhibit their pro-survival effects.

However, a pro-survival function for Hip has not previously been described. Here Hip’s

proteolysis by Grb was used as a basis to test whether Hip has anti-apoptotic effects, and

we found that Hip can protect against NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity. Therefore, Hip is a

Substrate important to Grb-induced apoptosis. Future experiments that continue to

elucidate the nature of Hip’s pro-survival function will contribute to our understanding of

the mechanism of Grb-induced cell death. In this way, therefore, identification of a new

Substrate of Grb has led not only to increased understanding of the protease, but has led

to the discovery of new biological functions of the substrate as well.
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Table 3-1

Substrate

GrB optimal substrate

Hip

Hsp90 (Hsp84/Hsp86)

Bagl

Hsp70*
Hop”

Prospective GrB Cleavage Site
P4-P3-P2-P1- P1’-P2’

I/V-E-P-D-SG
IEPD92-TD

INPD 180-SA
VRTD 174-AG
VSDD232–EA
VGSD263-EA
IHED451-ST
INPD638-HS
IDED700-DP

VTRD 125-EE
VVQD172-LA
INPD366-EA*

LGVD 186-LG**

VRAD 170-HG
ISDD227-EA
VGSD255-EA
IHED443-ST
INPD630-PI
IDED692-EV

*(Loeb et al., 2006), **(Bredemeyer et al., 2004)
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Figure 3-1: Proteolysis of purified Hip (A) and Hsp90 (B) protein in vitro. Purified

proteins were incubated with granzyme B as described in the Experimental

Procedures, separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by Coomassie blue staining.

The schematics detailing the prospective cleavage sites for each protein are drawn

below each gel. The predictions of which proteolytic product was generated from

which prospective cleavage site are indicated by color-coded arrowheads.
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Figure 3-2: Proteolysis of chaperone family proteins in cell lysates. Granzyme B was

added to cell lysates as described in the Experimental Procedures section.

Immunoblots are to A, Hip; B, Hsp90; and C, Bagl. A schematic of Bagl-L

showing the predicted Grb cleavage sites is below the Bagl immunoblot.
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Figure 3-3: Hip is a caspase-independent substrate of Grb in K562 cell lysates. Please

see the Experimental Procedures for details. A, immunoblots to Hip; B,

immunoblots to PARP.
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Figure 3-3
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Figure 3-4: Hip is a caspase-independent substrate of Grb during NK cell-mediated cell

killing of K562 target cells. A, Proteolysis of Hip at NK:K562 ratios of 2:1 (left)

and 4:1 (right). B, Hip is cleaved during cell killing in the presence of caspase

inhibitors (CI, left). Proteolysis of Hip during cell killing is completely blocked

in the presence of a small molecule granzyme B inhibitor (GI, right).
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Figure 3-5: Hip is not cleaved during Fas-stimulated caspase activation and is a

substrate unique to Grb. A, Jurkat cells were stimulated by an anti-Fas antibody

that induces caspase activation and apoptosis. Immunoblots were to Hip (left)

and PARP (right). B, Hip is proteolyzed in Jurkat cells, as granzyme B delivery

into Jurkats with the BioPORTER protein delivery reagent resulted in Hip

proteolysis. BioPORTER delivery of GrB to K562 cells also resulted in Hip

cleavage.
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Figure 3-6: Hip is proteolyzed by granzyme B at IEPD92 and INPD180. A, Two myc

Hiszó C-terminally tagged constructs were cloned, one coding for wild-type Hip

(Hip-myc), and the other coding for a full-length Hip in which the two predicted

P1 Asp residues were mutated to Asn (Hip-DDNN). B, K562 cells were

transfected with either Hip-myc or Hip-DDNN and lysates were generated 48h

post transfection. Lysates were then incubated with Grb as described in the

Experimental Procedures. Immunoblots to the myc-tag enabled monitoring of the

overexpressed proteins. Hip-myc was proteolyzed (bottom), but Hip-DDNN was

not, indicating that the cleavage sites had been successfully removed in Hip

DDNN.
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Figure 3-7. K562 cells that do not express Hip are sensitized to NK-92 cell-mediated

cytotoxicity. A, siRNA to Hip was transfected into K562 cells with the Amaxa

Nucleofection electroporator. Knock-down of Hip protein expression was

monitored by immunoblotting. Equal amounts of total protein were loaded in

each lane. Cells that did not receive the siRNA were instead transfected with

water. Essentially 100% knock-down was achieved by 4 days post transfection

and was maintained through day 6. B., Hip cells that were knocked-down for

endogenous Hip expression were used as target cells in NK-92 cell-mediated

cytotoxicity assays in the presence of caspase inhibitors. See the Experimental

Procedures for details. Cell death was assessed by flow cytometry. Cytotoxicity

was counted as the percentage of target cells staining positive for propidium

iodide (FL-2). NK-92 cells were excluded from the analysis using an APC

conjugated anti-CD56 antibody. The data are presented as the average percent

PI+ targets from two-three independent experiments, +/- one SD.
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Figure 3-8: Model of how Hip may exert its anti-apoptotic function. This study reveals

that Hip has a protective effect against caspase-independent NK cell-mediated

cytotoxicity, indicating that granzyme B cleavage of Hip might destroy Hip’s

anti-apoptotic and pro-survival function. However, it is not known specifically

how Hip carries out its pro-survival function. Hip might act by assisting Hsp70 in

one of its anti-apoptotic interactions, or Hip might act autonomously. It is also

possible that Hip protects against another form of granule-induced death caused

by another granzyme, and that Grb proteolysis of Hip could alleviate that

repression and clear the way for another granzyme’s activity.
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Chapter Four, The Balance Shifts: The Granzyme B Macromolecular Inhibitor
Proteinase Inhibitor-9 is Expressed in Prostate Cancer

Tumor immunotherapy approaches aim to treat cancers by tailoring and inducing a

patient’s own immune system to recognize and kill his/her tumor cells.

Understanding how our immune system already may survey the body for

malignancies, and correspondingly, realizing the ways in which tumor cells often

*Vacle and suppress immune responses will necessarily improve our endeavors in

**eating cancers. Although the cytotoxic lymphocyte serine protease granzyme B

**s able to induce apoptosis in human LNCaP prostate cancer cells, it was not able

*** **ill, let alone proteolyze, known substrates in human PC3 prostate cancer cells.

"reson further investigation, it was found that PC3 cells express the granzyme B

****ibitor and serpin family member proteinase inhibitor-9 (PI-9). RT-PCR analysis

**Vealed that PI-9 is expressed in PC3 and DU-145 prostate cancer cell lines, but is

**t expressed in LNCaP cells. Immunohistochemistry studies found that PI-9 is

**pressed in clinical human prostate tumor tissue samples, mostly in advanced

CG S-8) prostate tumors. PI-9 does not appear to be expressed in normal prostate,

indicating that PI-9 may be a useful intracellular biomarker for tracking the

Progression of prostate cancer. Immunotherapeutic approaches to treating prostate

Sancer may therefore require induction of non-granzyme B-dependent pathways

and/or stimulation of high amounts of granzyme B that will override the action of

PI-9 in the tumor.
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An estimated 234,460 new cases of prostate cancer in the US will occur in 2006,

making prostate cancer the most frequently diagnosed cancer in men (American Cancer

Society, (Jemal et al., 2006)). Moreover, with an estimated 27,350 deaths in 2006,

prostate cancer is the third leading cause of cancer deaths in the US, behind lung and

colorectal cancers. Although there are multiple treatment options for men who are

diagnosed early enough in the development of the tumor, often these treatments come

with risks of undesirable side effects such as impotence. Moreover, hormone therapy

consisting of androgen deprivation may work for a time, but many prostate tumors

progress to be insensitive to hormone therapy. Indeed, the variety of characteristics that

prostate tumors present make treatment all the more complex. Furthermore, as is the case

for all cancers, once the tumor metastasizes and spreads throughout the body, the cancer

becomes much more difficult to destroy and more serious chemotherapeutic treatments in

combination with androgen ablation are required, with varying success rates. Therefore,

it is particularly desirable to better track the development of a patient’s prostate cancer

and to understand how the tumor may evolve to withstand various treatments.

Immunotherapeutic approaches in development may provide an alternative and

more efficacious treatment to hormone-refractory prostate cancer. Whether therapies aim

to use various inflammatory cytokines, interferons, or antibodies or whether a patient’s

tumor antigen-specific immune cells are isolated and expanded, the goal is to elicit an

immune response at the site of the tumor cells (Pardoll, 2003; Smyth et al., 2001).

However, focusing on eliciting an immune response to a tumor cell doesn’t take into

account strategies that the tumor takes to suppress that immune response-should it be
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activated. Elucidating a tumor's immunosuppressive strategies will help to develop

better treatments for cancer.

Cytotoxic lymphocytes (CL), including CTLs, NK cells, NKT cells, and gamma

delta T cells, induce the death of their virally infected, non-self, or tumor cell targets

through either the death receptor and death ligand extrinsic apoptotic induction pathway

or through granule exocytosis, both discussed in Chapter 1. Granule exocytosis is

thought to be first wave of attack because all of the components necessary to kill the

target cell are already synthesized and poised to act. Granzyme B is one of the serine

protease granzymes released from the cytotoxic granules and is required for the induction

of rapid cell death, as exhibited by DNA degradation, mitochondrial damage, and cell

lysis. Granzyme B proteolyzes a number of intracellular substrates that either turn on

pro-death activities or turn off pro-growth and pro-survival signals in order to induce cell

death (Chapters 1,2,3). Granzyme B can induce caspase-dependent and caspase

independent apoptosis within the target cell, so that the CL is able to kill a target cell

even if the caspase pathway is blocked (Russell and Ley, 2002).

In examining the biological effects of FGFR1 proteolysis by granzyme B, it was

found that exogenous introduction of granzyme B with the BioPORTER delivery reagent

to LNCaP prostate cancer cells resulted in cell death, PARP activation and FGFR1

cleavage ((Loeb et al., 2006); Figure 2-5). Granzyme B, therefore, is able to induce

apoptosis in LNCaP cells. However, Grb was not able to kill the prostate cancer cell line

PC3, and was also unable to proteolyze its well-known substrates. Further investigation

revealed that PC3 cells, as well as another commonly used prostate cancer cell line DU

145, express the granzyme B inhibitor, the serpin proteinase inhibitor-9 (PI-9).
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Immunohistochemical Studies revealed that PI-9 is expressed in late-stage human prostate

tumors, indicating that expression of PI-9 might be correlated with the progression of the

cancer and could be another valuable biomarker. The detection of PI-9 expression in

prostate cancer cell lines and human tumor tissue is described below. In addition, future

studies to elucidate the significance of PI-9 expression in prostate cancer are discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Reagents - Human Grb was a generous gift from either Dr. Nancy Thornberry (Merck) or

Dr. Sandra Waugh Ruggles (Catalyst Biosciences.) Antibodies to PARP were either

from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (H-250) or Cell Signaling Technologies. The PI-9

antibody used in immunoblotting was from Biovision (catalog number 3544-100; mouse

IgG1). The anti-granzyme B antibody was from BD Biosciences. The antibody to PI-9

used for immunohistochemistry, PI9-17, was described previously (Bladergroen et al.,

2002; Bladergroen et al., 2001; van Houdt et al., 2005) and obtained from Monosan

through Cell Sciences.

Cell lines and culture - All cell lines are available from the American Type Culture

Collection (ATCC.) LNCaP, PC3, and DU-145 prostate cancer cell lines were all

propagated in RPMI-1640 media containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and penicillin

and streptomycin. NK-92 human natural killer cells were cultured in RPMI-1640

containing 10% FBS, 10% FCS, glutamine, non-essential amino acids, sodium pyruvate,

fl-mercaptoethanol, penicillin and streptomycin, and 100units/mL IL-2 (Tecin from NIH
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NCF repository). All cells and transfectants were maintained in a humidified 37°C, 5%

CO2 incubator.

Lysis and immunoblotting - Cell lysates were generated in 1% NP-40 Lysis Buffer, and

samples were separated by SDS-PAGE and subjected to immunoblotting as described in

Chapters 2 and 3.

Grb delivery to PC3 cells - Human GrB was delivered to PC3 cells with the lipid protein

delivery reagent BioPORTER (BP, Gene Therapy Systems) as described in Chapter 2.

The FITC-conjugated antibody used to test the compatibility of BioPORTER with PC3

cell membranes was also from Gene Therapy Systems and was used according to the

manufacturer’s instructions.

Reverse transcription and cDNA generation from prostate cancer cell lines- The Cells to

cDNA II kit from Ambion was used to generate cDNA directly from 1x10°NK-92,

LNCaP, PC3, or DU-145 cell lines according to the manufacturer’s instructions. As a

control for the undesirable presence of genomic DNA, a minus-Reverse Transcriptase

reaction was always included. Messenger RNA was also isolated from LNCaP and PC3

cells by the RNeasy micro kit (Qiagen) followed by cDNA synthesis using Omniscript

reverse transcriptase (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions (data not

shown). All cDNA synthesis reactions used either random decamers, an oligo-dT primer,

or a 1:1 mix of the two.
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PI-9 PCR and Primer Design – Amplicons were chosen and primers were designed to be

specific to PI-9 and would not recognize cDNA for related serpins. The on-line primer

design website http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer3/primer3_www.cgi was also

consulted. In order to increase the amplification efficiency of the PI-9 PCR product

during real-time qPCR, the primer sets used in these experiments were designed to

generate small (<150bp) amplicons. There were four primer sets designed altogether, but

only setH1 and #4 were successful in consistently generating a PCR product from the

cDNA generated from any cell line. The forward primer for setH1 was 5’TCC AAG TTC

GTG CAC AAG AG3', and the reverse primer for setH1 was 5’AAG GGT GGT CAG

CAC AGA AC3’. The forward primer for setH4 was 5'TAC GCC AGG AAG GAG

CTG A3’, and the set #4 reverse primer was 5°CTTGGT CCA GGC TGT GAG TT3'.

The annealing temperature for primer set #1 was in the range of 56-56.4°C, and the

annealing temperature for primer setH4 was from 56-57.4°C. Qiagen’s HotStarTaq Plus

DNA polymerase was used for all PCR and qPCR reactions according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. Initial real-time qPCR reactions used SYBR Green and

ROX passive reference dye generously provided by the laboratory of Dr. Keith

Yamomoto and were conducted on an Applied Biosystems 7300 Real-Time PCR System.

All other PCR reactions were conducted on an Applied Biosystems 2720 Thermal Cycler.

Immunohistochemistry – Immunihistochemical staining was conducted on paraffin

embedded prostate tissue sections by the UCSF Tissue Core. Tissue sections were

deparaffinized with xylene and alcohol, and were then subjected to heat-based antigen

retrieval in the microwave for 10 minutes in 10 mM sodium citrate buffer, pH 6.0
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followed by cooling at room temperature for 30 minutes. Samples were rinsed in water

and PBS and then blocked in normal horse serum for 30 minutes. Tissue sections were

then incubated overnight at room temperature with a 1:10 dilution of the PI9-17

monoclonal primary anti-PI-9 antibody in PBS containing 1% bovine serum albumin

(BSA). On the following day, slides were rinsed in PBS and incubated for 30 minutes

with the secondary biotinylated horse anti-mouse antibody at a 1:200 dilution in PBS

containing 1% BSA. The ABC (Vector) stain was then applied at a 1:100 dilution and

incubated for 30 minutes. After rinsing again in PBS, slides were subjected to DAB

chromogen stain, hematoxylin counterstain, and were dehydrated in alcohol and xylene.

Please see Table-1 for the detailed protocol.

RESULTS

Granzyme can induce death in LNCaP prostate cancer cells but cannot kill or cleave

substrates in PC3 cells.

The discovery that FGFR1 is a substrate of Grb (Loeb et al, Chapter 2), and that

cleavage of FGFR1 could have biologically significant consequences in prostate cancer

cells implied that immunotherapeutic approaches that use granzyme B may be a

successful strategy of combating prostate cancer. Indeed, Grb was shown to be able to

kill LNCaP prostate cancer cells in culture ((Loeb et al., 2006), Chapter 2, Figure 2-5).

It was also desirable to study GrB’s ability to induce the death of other prostate

cancer cell lines, such as PC3 cells. PC3 cells express both FGF2 and FGFR1, resulting

in an autocrine-signaling loop, which promotes their proliferation (Kwabi-Addo et al.,

2004). Because overexpression of the N-terminal Grb cleavage product of FGFR1
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resulted in dominant-negative effects and killing of PC3 cells (Figure 2-6), Grb's

proteolysis of FGFR1 in PC3 cells is likely to be particularly significant. Therefore,

granzyme B’s ability to kill PC3 cells was tested.

Surprisingly, BioPORTER-mediated delivery of Grb did not induce the death of

PC3 prostate cancer cells. Grb did not proteolyze PARP directly or indirectly through

caspase activation (Figure 4-1A). Increasing the amount of Grb and BioPORTER also

did not result in Grb-induced proteolysis (Figure 4-1B, left-hand panel). Conversely,

BioPORTER delivery of Grb to Jurkat T leukemia cells resulted in PARP cleavage,

indicating that the protease was active (Figure 4-1B, right-hand panel). Moreover, the

BioPORTER delivery reagent was shown to be compatible with the plasma membrane of

PC3 cells, as the reagent was able to deliver a FITC-conjugated antibody into the

cytoplasm of PC3 cells (Figure 4-1C).

PC3 and DU-145 prostate cancer cells express P1-9, whereas LNCap cells do not.

In an effort to discover why Grb couldn’t proteolyze its well-known substrates in

PC3 cells, PC3 lysates were generated, tested, and shown by immunoblotting to express

proteinase inhibitor-9, a known granzyme B inhibitor (Figure 4-1D, (Bird et al., 1998).

PI-9, coded for by the gene SERPINB9, is a member of the serine protease inhibitor, or

serpin, family (Bird, 1999). Serpins have a reactive center loop (RCL) that mimic serine

protease substrates so that they bind to the protease in the active site, but then, instead of

being fully proteolyzed, the serpin dramatically alters its conformation and locks the

protease in an inactive conformation, covalently inhibited by the serpin (Silverman et al.,

2001). The RCL of PI-9 contains the P4-P2’ sequence VVAE-CM, which closely
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mimics a granzyme B substrate (Bird et al., 1998; Sun et al., 2001). Consistent with this

known mechanism of serpin-protease inhibition, delivery of Grb into the cytoplasm of

PC3 cells with the BioPORTER reagent resulted in Grb forming an SDS-stable, high

molecular weight complex detectable by immunoblotting of Grb (Figure 4-1E).

RT-PCR analysis was used to confirm expression of PI-9 in the prostate cancer

cell lines. RNA was isolated and cDNA was synthesized from each prostate cancer cell

line by using commercially available kits and either random decamers or poly-dT

oligonucleotide primers for the reverse transcription reaction. Amplification primers

were designed to be specific for PI-9 by comparing the mRNA and cDNA sequences of

PI-9 to related serpins. Where possible, primer sets were designed to recognize

sequences on separate exons to distinguish the PCR product generated from the reverse

transcribed cDNA from genomic DNA (Figure 4-2A). As an added precaution, a PCR

reaction without the reverse transcriptase enzyme was always conducted in every assay.

As shown in Figure 4-2B, PI-9 is expressed in both PC3 and DU145 prostate cell

lines, but is not expressed in LNCaP cells, consistent with Grb’s ability to kill LNCaP

cells. As a comparison and positive control, RT-PCR was also conducted on cDNA

isolated from NK-92 human natural-killer cells. NK cells as well as other cytotoxic

lymphocytes are known to express PI-9 as a means of self-protection against inadvertent

escape of Grb from their cytotoxic granules (Sun et al., 1996).

In order to quantify the relative amounts of PI-9 mRNA in these cell lines,

quantitative real-time PCR was employed. The cDNA generated from PC3 cells was

Serially diluted and used as a template for qPCR reactions to amplify transcripts from

either PI-9 (set #1 or #4) or the commonly used housekeeping gene RPL19. As shown in
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Figure 4-2C, primer set #4 amplified the PI-9 PCR product with a calculated efficiency of

90%. Comparing the Ct (cycle threshold) values at each template dilution for both PI-9

and RPL19 revealed that, on average, PC3 cells express PI-9 at levels approximately 17.5

times less abundant than RPL19. The significance of this measurement is not yet known

because the absolute measure of PI-9 expression cannot be determined from this

assessment. Moreover, future qPCR analyses will also use actin-fll as a housekeeping

gene because RPL19 has just been reported to increase in expression over the course of

prostate cancer progression (Bee et al., 2006).

PI-9 is expressed in human prostate tumor tissue sections.

In collaboration with the UCSF Tissue Core, immunohistochemistry was

conducted to assess whether PI-9 can be detected in primary human prostate tumor tissue.

Paraffin-embedded formalin-fixed human prostate tumor tissue sections were stained

with the anti-PI-9 antibody PI9-17. Figures 4-3 thru 4-6 presents the results from several

of the tumor sections evaluated. PI-9 is localized to the cytoplasm and therefore, the

staining was somewhat diffuse. However, it is clear that several areas of epithelial tumor

expressed this protease inhibitor. PI-9 staining of the tumor infiltrating lymphocytes

serves as an internal control. PI-9 does not appear to be expressed in normal prostate

epithelia but stains the strongest in high-grade (GS7 or above) tumors, indicating that

expression of PI-9 might be correlated to the progression of prostate cancer.

Two slides from prostate section Prš21 are shown in Figure 4-3. Prš21 has a

Gleason Score of 8 and is, therefore, classified as middle to high-grade prostate cancer.

In both panels, regions of epithelial tumor are indicated. It can be seen that these tumor
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areas stained positive for PI-9, as compared to the background stromal staining.

Inflammatory cells in the bottom panel also produced PI-9.

Prostate Prl 081 (Figure 4-4) has a GS of 7 and so is a low-middle-grade prostate

cancer. The upper panel of Figure 4-4 shows a Grade 3 area of this tumor section. The

Grade 3 tumor area is indicated, as is an area of PIN (prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia).

Neither the PIN nor the Grade 3 tumors stained above background and are therefore

considered to be PI-9 negative. The bottom panel of Figure 4-4, however, shows a Grade

4 area of the same tumor section that does stain positive for PI-9. All images shown have

had the backgrounds normalized to the coloration of the top panel of Figure 4-4.
-

The image presented in Figure 4-5 is from Pr826, which is high-grade prostate

tumor with a Gleason Score of 9. The areas of GS9 tumor are indicated and stained

positively for PI-9. There are also some normal prostate epithelia that did not stain for

PI-9. On the same slide, again serving as an internal control, infiltrating inflammatory

cells stained positively for PI-9. Thus, on the same slide it can be seen that PI-9 appears

to be produced in high-grade prostate tumor, but not in normal epithelia.

To expand the statistical analysis and significance of PI-9 expression in prostate

cancer, immunohistochemistry staining of twenty more cases that represent the spectrum

of prostate cancer progression is underway. As a complementary approach, RT-PCR

analysis on RNA generated from frozen tissue sections from the same 20 cases is also in

progress.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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This chapter describes how certain prostate cancer cell lines and tumor tissues

were shown to express the granzyme B inhibitor, PI-9. PI-9 expression appears to be

expressed in late stage prostate cancer and is not expressed in healthy prostate epithelia,

indicating that PI-9 may be a useful intracellular biomarker to track the progression of

prostate cancer. The significance of PI-9 expression in prostate cancer in terms of its

putative immunosuppressive activity is still unknown, but a discussion of PI-9, as well as

the prostate cancer cells that produce it, will generate some clues that can be the bases for

future experiments.

PI-9 was originally identified as an inhibitor of caspase 1(interleukin beta

converting enzyme, ICE) activity, but its biological role most often researched is its

ability to inhibit granzyme B (Bird, 1999). Cytotoxic lymphocytes express PI-9 to

protect themselves from inadvertent escape of Grb from their cytotoxic granules (Sun et

al., 1996). PI-9 is also produced by dendritic cells, many endothelial cells, and at

immune-privileged tissues such as the placenta, testis, ovary, and eye (Bladergroen et al.,

2001; Buzza et al., 2001; Hirst et al., 2001). It, therefore, appears that PI-9 is often

expressed in tissues, like the lining of blood vessels, which are often proximal to a cell

mediated cytotoxic event that involves Grb.

Many viruses have evolved ways of inhibiting an immune response and cellular

apoptosis, and using a serpin activity to inhibit granzyme B is one such strategy. The

cowpox virus protein Cytokine Response Modifier A (crm/A) is a serpin related to PI-9

that inhibit both Grb and the caspases (Bird, 1999; Ray et al., 1992). In addition,

although it is not a serpin, the adenovirus L4-100K assembly protein inhibits Grb by an

unknown mechanism (Andrade et al., 2001).
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Other cancers have also been found to express PI-9. Some lymphomas and

leukemias produce this granzyme B inhibitor, presumably affording them some measure

of protection against immune responses (Bladergroen et al., 2002). However, many of

the healthy progenitors of lymphomas and leukemias also produce PI-9 since they are

immune cells and may need to protect themselves against escaped granzyme B at the site

of inflammation. Therefore, the significance of expression of PI-9 in these cancers in

terms of it being a specific immunosuppressive strategy undertaken by the tumor cell is

not certain. Highlighting this fact is the recent report that many primary lymphomas

express PI-9 but remain sensitive to CL-induced cytotoxicity (Godal et al., 2006).

However, there are some epithelial cancers that have recently been shown to

express PI-9. PI-9 has been detected in some primary human breast and cervical

carcinoma cells as well as in some primary colon carcinoma cells and cell lines (Medema

et al., 2001). PI-9 expression has been detected in human melanomas and has been

shown in stage III and IV melanoma to correlate with poor clinical prognosis to active

specific immunotherapy (ASI) treatment (van Houdt et al., 2005). The present study is

the first, to our knowledge, to show that primary human prostate tumors can also express

PI-9. Consistent with our results, it has been shown previously that normal prostate

epithelia, as well as other epithelial tissues, do not stain positively for PI-9 in IHC studies

that used the same antibody we used (Bladergroen et al., 2001). Because it seems that PI

9 is not expressed in normal epithelial tissues, the presence of PI-9 in prostate and other

epithelial cancers is likely to be significant. Whether the expression of PI-9 is induced by

selective pressure from other cancer therapies or possible immunosurveillance is not yet
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understood. However, it is clear that in cases where granzyme B is the prevailing

apoptotic inducer, PI-9 expression could afford a tumor cell a tremendous advantage.

What is not known in any of these cases of PI-9 expression in epithelial tumors,

however, is if PI-9 expression is a redundant mechanism that is induced at the same time

as immune evasion strategies, or whether PI-9 is expressed by tumors that have not

successfully evaded immune responses and, therefore, might actually be faced with an

influx of Grb. The melanoma study mentioned above found that loss of major

histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I, often a strategy that viruses and tumors take

to escape recognition from antigen-specific CTLs, did not correlate with clinical

outcome, indicating that PI-9 expression in melanoma may actually be used as an

immunosuppressive tactic (van Houdt et al., 2005). It is also not yet known if PI-9 is

expressed concomitantly with other intracellular immunosuppressive or anti-apoptotic

proteins such as FLIPs, Bcl-2 or the IAPs. Moreover, it is possible that selective pressure

on a developing prostate malignancy, perhaps by an early interaction with the immune

system, actually induces PI-9 expression.

Therefore, although it can be assumed (but should still be determined by methods

such as siRNA knock-down experiments) that PI-9 expression in prostate cancer can be

immunosuppressive, it is another, perhaps more intriguing question entirely to determine

if PI-9 inhibition of granzyme B in prostate cancer does ever actually occur. For

instance, one hypothesis is that PI-9 expression may correlate with the onset of additional

immuno-evasive and immuno-suppressive tactics as an added redundancy (Figure 4-6A).

Alternatively, as prostate cancer progresses, perhaps alterations in the expression of

various immune recognition receptors make a later stage (high GS) prostate tumor cell
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more susceptible to being recognized by certain cytotoxic lymphocytes (Figure 4-6B). In

that case, a prostate tumor cell that expressed PI-9 would perhaps have a selective

advantage by being able to survive an immune response.

The fact that PI-9 is expressed in PC3 and DU-145 but not in LNCaP cells may

provide some valuable insights into these theories. It has been shown that all three cell

lines, although they may express low levels of the Fas receptor, are generally resistant to

Fas-induced apoptosis (Uslu et al., 1997). However, although it is possible to sensitize

both PC3 and DU-145 cells to Fas-mediated death by treatment with chemotherapeutic

agents, LNCaP cells remain resistant (Frost et al., 1997; Uslu et al., 1997). LNCaP cells,

derived from a lymph node metastasis that was still hormone-sensitive, might therefore

have other anti-apoptotic strategies that successfully avoided the immune response it was

faced with, and granule exocytosis may not have been one of them. In that case, LNCaP

cells would have no need for PI-9.

These cell lines also appear to differ in their susceptibility to certain cytotoxic

lymphocytes in vitro. Expression of PI-9 in prostate cancer should necessitate an

immunotherapeutic approach that either does not rely on granzyme B or uses a cytotoxic

cell that synthesizes and deposits large quantities of granzyme B into the target cell in

order to compensate for the PI-9. One group developing immunotherapy to prostate

cancer may have, albeit inadvertently, done just that. Liu et al (Liu et al., 2005) reported

the ex vivo expansion of human Yö-T cells that used the granzyme/perforin pathway to

lyse both PC3 and DU-145 prostate cancer cells. However, these cytotoxic cells were not

able to kill LNCaP cells, indicating that LNCaP tumors may have evaded destruction by

these cells. It is not known whether PI-9 was expressed in their cultures of PC3 or DU
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145 cells, but it is possible that their expansion protocol, because it required intense

stimulation by IL-2 and IL-12, resulted in the upregulation of granzyme B.

It will be important to assess whether the same PC3 and DU-145 cultures found to

express PI-9 are susceptible to commonly used CLs and how they differ from LNCaP

cells in their ability to be recognized and killed, or not, by different CLs. Cancer cells

that down-regulate MHC class I are less sensitive to CTLs but should be more sensitive

to NK cell-mediated killing. Preliminary results are consistent with the literature in that

PC3 cells do seem to express MHC class I, but that LNCaPs express somewhat less (data

not shown, (Oikawa et al., 2003)). It will also be valuable to ascertain whether PI-9-

expressing prostate cancer cells produce NK cell stimulating proteins such as MICA,

MICB, or ULBP2 on their cell surface, and whether these proteins are shed, another

mechanism of immunoevasion and suppression (Waldhauer and Steinle, 2006; Wu et al.,

2004).

PC3s and DU-145 cells were derived from hormone-refractory prostate

metastases, but LNCaP cells are classified as hormone-sensitive. What is the connection,

if any, between the changing hormonal regulation and the transcriptional program during

the course of prostate cancer progression with PI-9 expression? PI-9 is known to have

estrogen response elements in its promoter that can stimulate its expression (Jiang et al.,

2006; Krieg et al., 2001). Expression of estrogen receptors in prostate cancer and using

anti-estrogens for potential therapies is a subject gaining significant attention (Kim et al.,

2002a: Kim et al., 2002b; Lau et al., 2000)(Figure 4-7). Would treating PC3 or DU145

cells with an estrogen receptor modifier like raloxifene at sub-toxic doses turn off PI-9

expression? If alterations in androgen and estrogen levels within the prostate are found to
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induce a transcriptional program that includes PI-9, then the potential

immunosuppressive consequences of hormone therapy for prostate cancer must be

investigated more fully. It is not currently known if the tumors examined in this study

were hormone-sensitive or refractory. As the interplay between the development of

hormone refractory prostate cancer, mutations of the androgen receptor, and contribution

of the estrogen receptors become more understood, it will be important to see if PI-9

expression is connected.

PI-9 expression in a prostate tumor cell would prevent Grb from proteolyzing any

of its downstream substrates, as was found to be the case with PC3 cells. With the

expression of one protein, then, the tumor could block all aspects of Grb-induced cell

death, caspase-dependent and independent, turning on pro-death activities and shutting

off pro-life functions. However, many tumors from a variety of cancers, including some

hormone-refractory prostate cancers (Johnson and Hamdy, 1998), express the anti

apoptotic protein Bcl-2. Bcl-2, as introduced in Chapter 1, functions to prevent

mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization and the ensuing release of the pro

apoptotic factors cytochrome c, Smac, and AIF. In fact, as the proteolysis of Bid has

become increasingly important to the field’s understanding of granzyme B-induced

apoptosis, it has been shown that Bcl-2 can protect some cells from granzyme B-induced

cell death (Chapter 1). If Bcl-2 is expressed in later stage, hormone refractory prostate

cancers, why then is PI-9 expression necessary?

The explanation may lie in the fact that granzyme B has many ways of killing a

target cell, and perhaps in the case of prostate cancer, Bid cleavage and the mitochondrial

damage pathway is not of the utmost importance. Chapter 2 shows that the cleavage
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product generated from Grb proteolysis of FGFR1 can have detrimental and lethal effects

on PC3 cells. Perhaps expression of PI-9 is a necessary immunosuppressive tactic

initiated by a prostate cancer cell that is reliant on the FGFR1 and FGF2 autocrine

signaling pathway for its growth (Figure 4-7). Bcl-2 overexpression would not shut

down FGF2 and FGFR1 signaling; PI-9 expression would. Conclusively demonstrating

that PI-9 expression is required to block destruction of FGFR1 by granzyme B is

probably impossible. However, many groups are studying the connections between

FGF2 and FGFR1, androgen-independence and estrogen receptor signaling, and so it is

not impossible that PI-9 and FGF2 and FGFR1 expression are regulated similarly.

Furthermore, the presence of PI-9 despite Bcl-2 expression would support the hypothesis

that there exist “situationally significant” substrates not connected to mitochondrial

damage.

In conclusion, this chapter describes the discovery that a known macromolecular

inhibitor of granzyme B, PI-9, is expressed in prostate cancer cell lines as well as in

primary prostate cancer. Expression of PI-9 appears in late-stage prostate cancer,

indicating that it may be a useful biomarker to track the progression of the tumor.

Understanding what turns on the expression of PI-9 might also have important

implications for current hormone therapies used in treating prostate cancer. PI-9

expression in prostate cancer might represent a way for the tumor to inhibit granzyme B

and tip the balance towards survival. Therefore, immunotherapeutic approaches in

development to treat prostate cancer should take heed and aim to induce immune

responses that are either independent of granzyme B or induce sufficient granzyme B to

be in excess over the amount of PI-9 in the tumor.
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Table 4-1
Immunohistochemistry Protocol

Human prostate tumor tissue P|-9
deparaffinize

30

bake minutes @ 60C
xylene 5m 3x
100% EtOH 5m 2x
95% EtOH 2m 2x
70% EtOH 2m 2x
dh2o rinse 5m
heat based epitope retrieval
microwave 10m 10 Mm citrate buffer pH 6.0
Cool 30m at room temperature
blocking
dh2o rinse 5m
PBS rinse 5m
PBS + h^O2 15m
PBS rinse 3.5m x3
Normal Horse Serum 30m 1:10
primary
P|9-17 overnight at room temp. (1:10 dilution in 1%BSA in PBS)
day 2
rinse in PBS to remove coverslip 8m
PBS rinse 3.5m x2
2ndary
biotinylated horse-anti mouse 30m 1:200 in 196 BSA in PBS
PBS rinse 3.5m x3
tertiary
ABC (Vector) 30m 1:100
PBS rinse 3.5m x3
chromogen
DAB 5m
h2o rinse 5m
counterstain
hematoxylin 1m
h2o rinse 5m

1% acid alcohol 3 dips
h2o rinse 5m
Scott's Tap Water 1m
h2o rinse
dehydrate
70% EtOH 2m x2
95% EtOH 2m x2
100% EtOH 5m x2
xylene 3m X4
coverslip
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Figure 4-1: Granzyme B cannot proteolyze known substrates within PC3 prostate cancer

cells because they express the granzyme B serpin inhibitor PI-9. A, B, Granzyme

B was delivered into PC3 cells using the BioPORTER (BioP) reagent, but

immunoblots to PARP indicate that Grb is unable to proteolyze PARP or kill PC3

cells. Increasing the amounts of Grb and BioP had no effect on PARP cleavage

(B, left side of blot). However, BioP delivery of Grb to Jurkat T leukemia cells

did result in PARP cleavage. C, BioP delivery of a FITC-conjugated IgG shows

that PC3 plasma membranes are compatible with the delivery reagent. D,

Immunoblotting of PC3 lysates indicate the presence of monomeric PI-9 (42kDa).

E, GrB delivery into PC3 cells with BioP results in GrB forming an SDS-stable,

high molecular weight complex consistent with inhibition by PI-9.
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Figure 4-1
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Figure 4-2: RT-PCR analysis finds that PI-9 is expressed in PC3 and DU145 cells but

not in LNCaP cells. A, Schematic of PI-9 cDNA detailing the alignment of the

designed primer sets #1 (green) and #4 (red). The 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions

are indicated by blue lines. B, Agarose gel electrophoresis showing PI-9

expression in the prostate cell lines. PI-9 was detected in NK-92 cells as a

positive control. C, Quantitative real-time PCR using SYBR Green was

established using primer set #4 to detect PI-9 expression. Analysis estimated that

PC3 cells express approximately 17.5-times less PI-9 transcript than the

housekeeping RPL19 gene.
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Figure 4-2
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Figures 4-3 thru 4-5: PI-9 is expressed in high-grade primary human prostate tumor,

and is not expressed in normal prostate epithelia. Immunohistochemistry stains

using the anti-PI-9 mab PI9-17 is shown for prostate sections from three patients.

Please see the Results and Experimental Procedures for a detailed discussion of

each slide. Each image was photographed at 200x magnification.
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Figure 4-3
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Figure 4-4
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Figure 4-5
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Figure 4-6: Two hypotheses on the significance of PI-9 expression in prostate cancer are

schematized. Although expression of PI-9 could afford a tumor some protection

against a cytolytic response, it is unclear if PI-9 is ever specifically needed to

block Grb or if PI-9 expression correlates with immunoevasive measures that

shield the tumor from the immune system.
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Figure 4-7: Potential correlations of PI-9 expression with other proteins and signaling

systems through the progression of prostate cancer. In order to understand the

significance of PI-9 expression in prostate cancer more fully, its expression

should be looked at in the context of hormonal changes in the prostate and its

growth factor signaling pathways, as well as other immune evasion and

suppression Strategies.
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Chapter Five: Final Thoughts

Identifying natural substrates is a valuable approach used to assign biological

function to proteases. Employing screening methods involving mass spectrometry or a

cDNA expression library, together with substrate specificity profiling data, are currently the

best techniques to finding proteolytic substrates. Once a list of candidate substrates is

identified, however, the job is not complete. It becomes the researcher’s responsibility to

fulfill the “Burden of Proof”: that proteolysis of these substrates is not accidental but matters

and contributes to the biology of the protease. This thesis shows how the results from an

unbiased approach to identifying proteolytic substrates are pursued to find the biological

consequences of these cleavage events in order to fulfill this Burden of Proof.

FGFR1 was identified as a granzyme B substrate in a cDNA expression-cleavage

screen. By looking at the functional consequences of proteolysis, it is clear that granzyme B

proteolysis of FGFR1 could have extremely detrimental effects on the viability of a prostate

cancer cell. FGFR1, therefore, represents a cancer cell-specific or “situationally significant”

substrate of granzyme B. The mutations that arise in a developing tumor often result in the

tumor cell becoming particularly reliant on certain signaling pathways and proteins. Thus,

granzyme B’s ability to shunt these signaling pathways would provide a significant

advantage to the cytotoxic lymphocyte in killing the aberrant target cell. There might be

other cancer cell-specific or even virus-specific significant substrates of granzyme B that

enable the protease to “tip the balance” towards target cell death.

Notchl was also identified in the cDNA expression-cleavage screen as a granzyme B

substrate, and further analysis revealed that it is also a substrate of the caspases. Proteolysis
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of Notch1 might be important for granzyme B’s involvement in activation-induced cell death

(AICD) of expanded CTLs after an immune response. Proteolysis of Notch1 would destroy

its ability to inhibit Nur?7 from translocating to the mitochondria and inducing AICD

(Chapter 2). Notchl proteolysis may also be important in preventing its other pro-survival

transcriptional activities that are typically downstream of ligand-induced receptor activation.

FGFR1 and Notch1 represent the first transmembrane signaling receptors to be

identified as granzyme B substrates. These receptors comprise a new category of granzyme

B substrates and signify that granzyme B isolates the target cell from outside pro-growth and

pro-survival cues in order to ensure target cell death (Figure 5-1). By demonstrating that

granzyme B shuts down pro-proliferative signals and can proteolyze these two receptors, the

identification of FGFR1 and Notch1 has led to a more detailed understanding of the

mechanism of granzyme B-induced apoptosis.

The second approach used to identify granzyme B substrates was candidate-based and

relied on granzyme B’s well-characterized substrate specificity profile. Because Hsp70 was

identified in the cDNA screen, other related chaperone and co-chaperone proteins were

scanned for prospective granzyme B cleavage sites. Through this approach, Hsp90, Bagl,

and Hip were shown to be able to be proteolyzed by granzyme B. Further investigation

demonstrated that Hip, a caspase-independent granzyme B substrate, has a previously

unidentified pro-survival and/or anti-apoptotic function. Therefore, cleavage of Hip by

granzyme B, resulting in non-functional proteolytic products, contributes to a cytotoxic

lymphocyte’s ability to kill a target cell. In other words, proteolysis of Hip matters.

The list of granzyme B substrates published in the literature continues to grow, but

there remain at least five unanswered questions concerning granzyme B biology. Firstly, the
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mechanism of granzyme B-induced and/or cytotoxic lymphocyte-induced target cell lysis has

not been elucidated (Chapter 1). Are other membrane proteins involved, such as ion

transporters? Several members of the Sodium/Hydrogen Exchanger (NHE) family of

proteins have excellent putative granzyme B cleavage sites (unpublished results). Second,

granzyme B may also have additional ways of causing mitochondrial damage (Chapter 1).

The majority of the peroxiredoxin family of thioredoxin reductase antioxidant proteins, both

cytoplasmic and mitochondrial, have excellent granzyme B cleavage sequences (data not

shown). Thirdly, it is still not completely understood how granzyme B and the other

granzymes enter the cytoplasm of the target cell (Chapter 1). It is clearly a coordinated event

entailing possible extracellular receptors, varying proteoglycan compounds, endocytic

machinery, and perforin. Perhaps some of the proteins involved are also substrates.

Fourth, it is possible that there are certain viral proteins, viral oncogenes or tumor

oncogenic translocations that are also “situationally significant” substrates of granzyme B. If

one were to search for such critical viral or host proteins important to the spread of a viral

infection, it would be advantageous to generate candidate substrates from viruses to which

granzyme B is known to play a significant role in combating, such as LCMV, herpes viruses,

and ectromelia (Chapter 1). Moreover, viral proteins that mimic host cell granzyme B

Substrates might provide valuable insights into viral evolution and immunoevasion

capabilities. For instance, the Epstein-bar virus protein EBNA-2 is highly homologous in

function to the intracellular activated Notch1 (Hofelmayr et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2002).

Unlike Notch1, however, EBNA-2 has no good prospective granzyme B or caspase cleavage

sites (data not shown). Perhaps the virus has evolved a protein that can escape cleavage by

these pro-apoptotic proteases as a way to survive an immune response.
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Finally, granzyme B that has leaked out of the immunological synapse seems to be

able to proteolyze some extracellular proteins (Buzza et al., 2005; Choy et al., 2004), which

may not only contribute to target cell death but perhaps also play a role in certain

autoimmune pathologies. Indeed, granzyme B is found in the synovial fluids of rheumatoid

arthritis patients (Froelich et al., 1993), and proteolysis by granzyme B has been shown to

reveal autoantigenic epitopes in many nucleolar proteins (Casciola-Rosen et al., 1999;

Casciola-Rosen et al., 2001; Rosen and Casciola-Rosen, 2004; Ulanet et al., 2004), which

might become exposed to the immune system when macrophages fail to clear the apoptotic

target cell. Answering these biological questions in the future will best be approached by a

more candidate-based methodology rather than an unbiased screen for substrates. Using a

selective pool of proteins, either through cell fractionation techniques or from a

bioinformatics approach, will be an advantageous way to unlocking the secrets to these

specific biological mysteries.

However, as this thesis shows, it is the discovery of previously unknown functions of

granzyme B or other proteases that is the power of unbiased screening methods. The cDNA

expression-cleavage screen used in this thesis and other screening tools that employ mass

spectrometry are best used for “de-orphaning” proteases to which barely any biological

function has been ascribed. Perhaps these screening methods and others in development will

be used for finding substrates of the lesser-understood granzymes H, K, and M or the

calpains and cathepsins now thought to play a role in certain kinds of cell death (Harwood et

al., 2005; Jaattela, 2004).

The discovery of PI-9 expression in high-grade prostate cancer reveals one way in

which a tumor cell can acquire a selective advantage in surviving an immune response, thus
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“tipping the balance” towards survival. PI-9 expression has been shown to confer resistance

to granzyme B-induced apoptosis in hepatocellular and colon carcinoma cells (Bots et al.,

2006; Jiang et al., 2006), and it is also likely to inhibit granzyme B-mediated killing of

prostate cancer cells. Because the stoicheometry of granzyme B inhibition by PI-9 is 1:1, the

degree of apoptotic protection provided by PI-9 is likely to be proportional to the amount of

both PI-9 and the amount of granzyme B delivered into the target cell. In fact, the exact

concentration of granzyme B that typically enters a target cell has not yet been quantified and

remains a mystery to the granzyme B field. However, it is known that treating NK and CTLs

with cytokines like IL-2 and IL-12 can upregulate granzyme expression (DeBlaker-Hohe et

al., 1995; Leger-Ravet et al., 1994). Therefore, immunotherapy approaches that remove a

patient’s immune cells to clonally expand tumor-specific lymphocytes may be able to

overcome PI-9 expression by upregulating granzyme expression. PI-9 expression implies

that immunotherapy in development for treating prostate cancer, especially high-grade

prostate cancer, should do just this.

Once a cytotoxic lymphocyte recognizes its target cell, there are several strategies it

can initiate to induce target cell death, death receptor-triggered or granule exocytosis,

caspases alone or multiple granzymes and caspases. This thesis investigates one such

pathway, granzyme B-induced apoptosis, and shows how the discovery of new granzyme B

Substrates led to a more detailed understanding of the mechanism of granzyme B-induced

apoptosis. Granzyme B not only proteolyzes substrates to turn “on” pro-death activities

within the cell, but also turns “off” pro-growth and pro-survival signals to ensure target cell

death (Figure 5-1). Genetic mutations and transcriptional alterations in tumor cells often

cause expression of anti-apoptotic factors like IAPs, Bcl2, Hsps, and PI-9 that can confer a
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selective advantage to the tumor. However, other alterations during tumor progression may

make a tumor particularly reliant on signaling through certain pathways, thereby rendering

the tumor extremely sensitive to perturbation, as in the case of FGFR1 cleavage by granzyme

B. It is the battle between the pro-cell death strategies of the cytotoxic lymphocyte and the

anti-apoptotic and immunosuppressive abilities of the tumor cell that determines whether the

tumor survives the immune response (Figure 5-2). Understanding these pro- and anti

apoptotic mechanisms is critical to the development of therapeutics that will be able to either

trigger or replace cytotoxic pathways in order to tip the scales towards the death of the tumor.
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Figure 5-1: Granzyme B not only activates pro-apoptotic activities within a target cell, but

also shuts down pro-growth and pro-survival functions in order to insure the death of !.

a target cell. Proteolysis of the caspases, Bid, ICAD, and ROCK II results in the

.activation of pro-apoptotic activities (red ink) that were previously inactive (black

ink). Substrates listed in green ink have pro-growth and pro-survival activities that

are turned off by granzyme B proteolysis. Structural damage induced by granzyme B |

cleavage of cytoskeletal proteins and nuclear lamins will also contribute to causing

target cell death.

º
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